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Background and Purpose
The community engagement events are a key component of the overall community outreach program for the
Moloka’i Community Plan update. The purpose of the events was to inform the community of the General Plan
update process and elicit community input on a broad range of issues. Key issues covered included housing,
environment, cultural and historic resources, economic development, land use and infrastructure and public
facilities. Community feedback and recommendations will be a key driver for community plan development.
Community engagement events 1 and 2 were held in Kaunakakai in October 2010. Although the events were
designed to function as stand‐alone events; the desire was to have community members attend both events and
provide input at all sessions. About 40% of the attendees at Event 2 had also attended Event 1.
Both community engagement events utilized participatory tools and facilitated activities to gain community
feedback on key topics. Community Engagement Event 1 was focused on values, issues and goals. Community
Engagement Event 2 built on feedback gained from the first event and was used to define the strategies
necessary to address the issues and goals identified at Event 1.

Summary of Key Findings
The following is a summary of the key findings derived from both events. It is not a complete list of the
feedback provided by the community; rather it highlights the key vision statement recommendations, issues,
challenges and strategies that were heard. The methodology used and feedback received at each event is
described in further detail in subsequent sections of this report.

VISION STATEMENT






Most participants agreed that the existing vision statement should be use as a base to develop
the new vision statement.
The vision statement should be inclusionary and positive.
The vision statement should describe the future vision of the island and how to get there.
The vision statement should express the need for a strong economy.
The vision statement should emphasize the importance of honoring and learning from the
kupuna and the old Hawaiian ways.

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES




Water is a major issue on Molokai. The presence of six water purveyors makes for an
uncoordinated and unreliable system. Most of the transmission infrastructure is old and leaky.
There currently is no coordinated and sustainable management of the island’s water resources.
The existing air and sea travel/transport options between Molokai and other islands is a
challenge for promoting diversified economic development, in particular agriculture and
tourism. The limited carrier options make travel and transportation of goods inconvenient and
expensive.
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Major barriers and challenges to growth of the agricultural industry include limited access to
markets, high transportation costs, high agricultural water rates and limited technical support
and agricultural job training, particularly for youth.
Limited guest rooms and lodging options are challenges for promoting tourism.
Vocational and post‐high school educational opportunities are limited and do not provide for
the needs of the community. Improving educational levels and job skills will be a key to
strengthening the island’s economy.
The current high cost of electricity is a challenge for island residents and businesses.
Alternative, renewable energy options are needed but the limitations of the electrical grid must
be addressed first.
The County’s permitting process is complex, time consuming and expensive. It is a major
challenge for local businesses and residents and is an obstacle to the development of affordable
housing.
The lack of an on‐island zoning and building permit inspector and planner is a challenge and
prevents timely and efficient permitting and inspections.
The prevalence of interim zoning, unclear TMK and SMA boundaries and lack of a publically
accessible zoning map are major challenges.
Existing zoning and subdivision codes do not meet the needs of the community. The codes do
not allow for extended family living options, a range of housing types, appropriate rural
development and small‐scale business opportunities such as home‐business and B&B’s.
The existing housing options do not meet the community’s needs. More multi‐family and
senior housing options are needed.
Feral ungulates are a major threat to Molokai’s watersheds, nearshore waters and reefs. They
cause major deforestation in mauka regions which increases erosion, runoff and sedimentation
in streams, wetlands, fishponds and the ocean.
Streams, springs, wetlands and fishponds are threatened by inappropriate grading, grubbing,
filling and development.
Many County parks are in disrepair. More parks with restroom facilities and camping options
are needed for the community, especially on the East End.

STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS











An overarching theme that was repeatedly heard from the community was the need for local
control. The Molokai community wants local control over decisions that affect the island
ranging from natural and cultural resource management to land use and economic
development decisions.
Develop a plan to integrate the island’s six water systems to increase reliability, provide back‐
up and manage the island’s water resources more holistically.
Promote more flexible and affordable shipping options between Molokai and Maui and Oahu.
Coordinate with the State DOT to study the need and feasibility of establishing an alternative
harbor on the island.
Support the development of vocational and post‐high school education programs. Educational
opportunities related to jobs appropriate for Molokai, such as agriculture and alternative
energy, need to be developed and supported.
Support small business and entrepreneurship.
Allow for and encourage home‐based businesses by way of the zoning ordinance and other
mechanisms.
Develop an Agricultural Plan to facilitate diversified agriculture.
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Support small‐scale niche tourism (i.e. ecotourism, agritourism, cultural tourism, etc.) that
creates local businesses and jobs.
Revive west end hotels and golf courses.
Implement the Master Plan for Malama Cultural Park.
Utilize existing buildings and infrastructure. Prioritize and provide incentives for infill
development.
Make changes to the permitting process to make it more efficient, transparent and affordable.
Changes should include:
- Providing full‐time on‐island planning and permitting staff;
- Implementing a time limit on permitting turn‐around; and
- Allowing for more administrative decisions, without Molokai Planning Commission
involvement, where appropriate.
Develop specific building, zoning and subdivision codes appropriate for Molokai.
Research and implement appropriate zoning designations for parcels zoned Interim.
Implement the Main Street Plan for Kaunakakai.
Develop and implement a Drainage Master Plan.
Develop a Parks Master Plan.
Enforce use of best practices to control soil erosion and runoff into streams, fishponds, wetlands
and nearshore waters.
Develop and implement an Island‐wide Shoreline Management Plan.
Support community based resource management and enforcement strategies such as Aha Kiole.
Recognize the importance of subsistence. Hunting, fishing, gathering and planting feeds local
families.
Support fishpond and taro loi restoration activities.
Create a cultural and historic resources inventory.

Community Engagement Event 1: Values, Issues and Goals Workshop
Date:
Location:
Facilitators:

Community Attendance:

Saturday, October 2, 2010
Mitchell Pau’ole Center
County of Maui, Long‐Range Planning Division Staff
Chris Hart & Partners Staff
UH Manoa, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning Professor and Students
55

Methodology
As community members arrived at the workshop they were greeted at the welcome table and asked to
sign‐in and were given a nametag and group assignment. John Summers, Long‐Range Planning
Administrator, and David Yamashita, Long‐Range Planner, provided a brief welcome and overview of
the workshop’s agenda. Workshop attendees were broken into four separate groups each with a
facilitator and recorder. The workshop was designed with three sessions: 1) Vision and Core Values; 2)
Issues and Opportunities; and 3) Goals and Strategies. Each group worked through the three sessions
individually. The following provides a description of each session.
Session 1: Vision and Core Values – The intent of this session was to reflect on the current vision in the
existing Moloka’i Community Plan and to suggest revisions, additions or changes. The existing vision
statement was reviewed and used as a starting point. Each group discussed what needed to be added,
deleted or changed, and then arrived at a consensus on an updated vision for Moloka’i. The group’s
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comments and the updated vision statement were documented by the group’s recorder on a large
printed worksheet.
The following vision statement from the current Molokai Community Plan was provided to each group
for review, comment and editing.

Vision Statement from the Current Molokai Community Plan
Molokai is the last Hawaiian island. We who live here choose not to be strangers in our own
land. The values of aloha ‘aina and malama ‘aina (love and care for the land) guide our
stewardship of Moloka‘i’s natural resources, which nourish our families both physically and
spiritually. We live by our kupuna’s (elders) historic legacy of pule o‘o (powerful prayer). We
honor our island’s Hawaiian cultural heritage, no matter what our ethnicity, and that culture
is practiced in our everyday lives. Our true wealth is measured by the extent of our
generosity. We envision strong ‘ohana (families) who steadfastly preserve, protect and
perpetuate these core Hawaiian values.
We are wise and caring community that takes pride in its resourcefulness, self‐sufficiency and
resiliency, and is firmly in charge of Moloka‘i’s resources and destiny.
We envision a Moloka‘i that leaves for its children a visible legacy: an island momona
(abundant) with natural and cultural resources, people who kokua (help) and look after one
another, and a community that strives to build an even better future on the pa‘a (firm)
foundation left to us by those who ‘iwi (bones) guard our land.

Session 2: Issue and Opportunities – Each team was given six worksheets which listed the key issues
identified for each topic area (Infrastructure 1 and 2, Land Use and Development, Historic and Cultural
Resources, Environmental Resources, Housing, and Economic Development). The intent of this session
was to review the issues and opportunities identified for each topic area and provide additional details
and information and add to the lists, if necessary. Each group worked through the six worksheets
individually. The group’s recorder documented the issues and opportunities discussion on large
printed worksheets.
Session 3: Goals and Strategies – After each group discussed issues and opportunities for the six topic
areas they established goals and briefly discussed potential strategies for the issues. The goals and
strategies were recorded on the large printed worksheets.
Group Viewing ‐ At the end of the event, lunch was provided and group members were given the
opportunity to view and discuss each other’s worksheets.

Feedback / Results
The following is a summary of the community feedback received during each session at Event 1.

SESSION 1: VISION AND CORE VALUES
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Comments or Concerns with Current Vision Statement








First statement is negative and exclusionary. The sentence could be edited to read
“Molokai is one of the most Hawaiian islands.”
Emphasize honoring kupuna and building on their legacy
Molokai should include Kalaupapa – one island, one community
Need to add a sense of how the described ideal end state will be achieved
“What we are” statements should be grouped together and future‐oriented statements
should be grouped together
Vision statement should be empowering and enabling while grounded and realistic
Need to include an economic vision for future generations

Core Values to Add



















Cooperation
Sustainability
Equity
Responsibility
Balance of customs and culture
Responsibility
Self‐determination / self‐sufficiency
Respect for historic legacy and the old Hawaiian ways and keeping them alive
Stewards of the land and water
Ohana
Nurture the island’s future by investing in science, technology and engineering
Flourishing and innovative community rich in opportunities that strives to build a more
sustainable society
Embrace change and growth that is consistent with and reinforces the island vision
Aloha spirit practiced in our everyday lives
Strong economy with viable opportunities
Embrace and empower all cultures
Go green
Sharing the aloha spirit should be the foundation of the island’s tourism – “Friendly Isle”

SESSION 2: ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Infrastructure
Transportation:
 Airport needs improvement and upgrades ‐ bigger runway and slightly larger terminal ‐
need to accommodate small jet service
 Transportation between Molokai and other islands is limited
 Develop transport linkage between Maui and Molokai
 Need more public transit
 Kaluakoi road is a liability and is very dangerous in its deteriorated state
 No multi‐lane roads (just keep the pavement safe)
 Keep Moloka‘i ‐ Moloka‘i – No traffic lights, no multilane roads
 Road is undermined by the ocean at the 20 mile marker
 There is no direct barge service to Maui
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Orientation of the runway is dangerous
Limited flight schedule

Waste / Recycling system:
 Need more recycling options throughout the island
 Recycling center is too far from the population center
 Metal / auto dumping is problematic – need auto recycling
 Educate and facilitate for recycling and reduction of waste
 Composting at landfill
 Provide recycling containers and give incentives to families for recycling cardboard, plastic
and glass
 No corporate waste recycling
 Landfill at capacity
 Limited hours available at landfill
 Scrap metal and white goods pick up needs improvement
 Limited public trash cans in town
Water:














No coordination between the operators of the different water systems
System leaks are a big problem
West End residents pay ridiculous fees for water
Develop a plan to integrate all water systems
Water for farms
We need island‐wide control by the county of our water systems ‐ no special interests
Desalinization
Transmission infrastructure is in poor condition
Dependent upon 1 or 2 pumps
Well restrictions are problematic
Whole island is designated water management area
Need to answer big questions (How much water is there? How quick does it replenish?
How do we get it?)
All water resources linked (aquifers, streams, springs, wetlands, ponds, reefs)

Communications:
 High speed internet for everyone – makes it possible to work from home
 Businesses rely on the internet
 Not adequate cell coverage
 Marginal/poor internet service hampers economic development
Power/electricity:
 Promote and facilitate more solar and wind power for individual homes on a small scale
 Renewable/alternative energy needed
 Molokai has some of the highest electricity rates in the state
 Grid limitations prevent generating and selling energy to the grid
Parks and Recreation
 Need more boat ramps and beach areas with facilities
 Community center building for East End
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Working toilet at Puko‘o (Manae) canoe club area
Parks are in poor shape
No place to do luaus on island
More public restrooms at beaches
No parks from Puko‘o to Halawa
Open another nine‐hole golf course
Need Filipino Community Center
Not enough recreational opportunities for kids
Mile 20 could be a park
Permitting complex for use of facilities
Sports facilities are old
Limited campgrounds
No handicapped access at some parks
Existing little league fields are unsafe

Fire & Police Services
 No fire hydrants past certain points on the east end
 New fire station on east end
Health and Social Services
 Hard to get new doctors to move to Molokai because of the cost of living
 No long term care facility on island
 Need health clinic on east end
 Limited Senior Housing
 Health Services are very limited
Education
 Teach green economy skills
 Go back to agriculturally based curriculum
 Increase vocational training facilities i.e. agriculture, computer, light industries
 New global economy – need true year round school. Not 180 days but at lease 300 days
Mandatory foreign language requirement
 Public library expansion (library built in 1937) too small for growing population
 Educational levels are low – people don’t know how to start businesses
 Educational funding (Molokai HS does not have same resources as Maui schools)
 Akaula School is a successful program and good model
 Community College needs to plan for future expansion
 Auto mechanic shop not in use
 Post High School education opportunities are needed

Economy
Jobs





Need a more balanced economy
Need better mentoring and tutoring for local residents so they can be trained for higher
skilled jobs
Create jobs that will work for the community
Green economy and jobs
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Molokai’s ability to provide wind power is enormous. The enormous earning must come to
the island’s residents also.
Diverse economy that is not reliant on Federal/ State/ County and is open to Local/ State/
National companies. Agricultural production? Tourism? Hotels? Cultural and religious
tourism? All are welcome.
Improving educational levels and the educational system are key to strengthening the
island’s economy. Maui Community College could have a greater presence.
Overseas ownership of Molokai Ranch is a problem
Small businesses are limited in the number of people they can employ – may need to
encourage more “big business” to locate on Molokai
Jobs are now limited and seasonal – as a result kids move away
Cost of electricity is a factor that challenges economic development
Government is not friendly to small business
County zoning as a restriction to home based businesses
Government assistance and grant money can’t sustain the economy
Available skilled labor is a significant problem
Wages don’t compete with government assistance money
Streamline Land Use Regulations

Agriculture
 There is water available on Molokai
 There are agricultural lands laying fallow
 Agriculture needs to be more developed for personal farming
 Support farming programs in schools and community based programs
 Cheaper agricultural water rates
 Diversified agriculture needs to be part of the island’s economic development
 The distribution of water is key to the island’s economy
 High cost of transporting goods, especially for farmers
 No direct barge between Maui and Molokai
 Shipping costs are very high for anything bulky
 Structural bamboo as a new ag crop
 Molokai is so small that farmers have to export to remain economically viable
 Need better access to markets
 Develop a farm school at Pu’u o Hoku Ranch around permaculture concepts
 Encourage small‐scale farming, not industrialized agriculture
 Diversified agriculture on a small‐scale
 Taro production in north shore valleys
 Promote Hawaiian diet (Shintani)
 Molokai could supply 60‐70% of food consumed in Hawaii with technical support and
infrastructure
 Use fishponds, not fish farms
 Education of young people is critical if agriculture is to succeed and grow
 Diverse agriculture that includes conventional, GMO, subsistence, private small and large
scale
 Use agricultural lands for bio‐fuels, food crops for human or animal feed
 Revisit DHHL 3rd Party leases and access to water on Hawaiian Homelands
Tourism
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Support eco, agro, and cultural tourism.
Controlled‐ only what the people that live on that area want
Low impact ‐ Eco tourism
Agritourism = Agriculture + Tourism. Help farmers to be official Agritourism.
Need more air (flying) options for local and inter‐island travel
Make it easier to establish bed and breakfast
Retreat center for yoga, cultural event, food event, music
No TVR’s in rural and ag areas
B&B’s ok is properly managed and regulated
Permits for B&B’s are difficult to obtain
Deteriorating Kaluakoi Hotel
Tourism should be culturally‐based and low impact, not industrialized tourism
Existing tour of island does not spend much time in Kaunakakai
No restaurant in Maunaloa
Limited guest rooms are a problem
Transient Vacation Rentals and Bed and Breakfast have too many county restrictions

Land Use and Development
County Permitting Process
 No new development /building – adapt and reuse ‐‐Use abandoned buildings
 Speed up permit process. Simplify and speed up permit process. Have fair, common sense
rules, process permits promptly, enforce rules
 Zoning rules and laws not being followed – need stronger enforcement structure or
approach
 Zoning laws are not being enforced consistently or equitably
 Permit process for fishpond restoration is difficult and cumbersome
 County permitting takes too long and costs too much
 Have to wait long time between inspections – being treated as second‐class citizens
 Need fully resurveyed/GIS map TMK and SMA boundaries for planning/ public use
 Most of island has interim zoning
 No areas zoned for home business uses
 The county’s permit process is a constant source of frustration among residents and
business owners
 SMA is not being administered fairly
 One size does not fit all in Maui County – Molokai needs more control, its own zoning code
 Lack of County agency coordination
 Interim Zoning is problematic
 SMA exemption process is problematic
 Molokai Planning Commission review was identified as a significant problem
 Island wide SMA designation is under consideration, not needed, will cause more problems
 Planning commission has too much power
 No Molokai Planner
Rural Development
 Keep rural rural
 Forget street lights – the moon and stars are enough
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Kaunakakai
 Keep Moloka’i Moloka’i – but restructure old buildings, beautify, create pedestrian areas
downtown (garden, fountains) to revive and make people enjoy
 Beautify main street
 Plant trees along main street in Kaunakakai ( to make it cool!)
 Public Parking lot in Kaunakakai for M.P.C. and Kaunaka’i School
 Parking in Kaunakakai is problem during big events
 Malama Park has the potential to link the town and the waterfront
 Zoning in Kaunakakai needs to be examined
 Lease rents are too high
 Not enough commercial space because the county process is challenging for new
development
Smart Growth & Green Building
 Maintain the beauty of Moloka’i with smart growth and respect for the natural resources.
 Smart growth and development that makes responsible use of our natural resources and
available technologies
 Need to address electric grid concerns
 Get more long‐time local voices involved in the long‐term planning process

Housing















Affordable and diverse housing for locals.
Need affordable land; low rate loans for locals
Building permits take too long
No high rises and no massive mansions
Families need to subdivide for children to afford homes
Make new housing Green: solar hot water, small wind, PV, etc
Too many regulations to build a house. Change regulations to allow for traditional
Hawaiian hale and alternative materials like bamboo
Limit the size of new housing to fit in with local rural style
Help people get off the grid with renewable energy for individual homes
Cost of permitting process adds to the cost of housing
Lack of flexibility in zoning & building codes to allow for a range of housing types and
more affordable housing
Not enough property for Multi‐family
No education for potential homebuyers
Will need more senior housing in the coming years as the older population increases

Environmental Resources






Protect watersheds ‐ reforestation
Control feral game – they are the main source of erosion / reef damage
Reforestation
Protect wetlands so nearshore areas are kept clean
Sustainable fishing
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Protect our fishponds – stop building in the fish pond
No GMO – Monsanto dust blowing
Herbicides and pesticides are buried from the pineapple operations
Establish zones and seasons for fishing to manage fisheries
Subsistence districts for certain food sources – hunting and fishing
Major environmental degradation problems are erosion and flooding
Kawela stream is a problematic area for erosion and drainage
Loss of shoreline during floods (Kamiloloa through Kawela)
People are destroying our wetlands, reefs, and fishing grounds
Major dust storm from deforestation by Monsanto to plant corn not edible by humans
Severe flooding in downtown Kaunakakai in every winter storm
Koheo Wetlands not on map and on Seaside Pl. Kaunakakai
Hunt more game above Kawela and South Shore areas
Goat based pet food product and jobs ‐ feral chickens are another potential resource
Mud and siltation build‐up and there is no natural flow of water along the south shore –
damages reef
Warf was constructed improperly by ARMY Corp. of Engineers.
Reef is a major subsistence and economic resource
Invasive seaweeds are a problem
Cesspools impair water quality
Nature Conservancy has limited funds for a goat removal program that aims to control
rather than eliminate
More research on where the invasive species are coming from and how are they getting
here

Cultural and Historic Resources










Kamalo to Halawa and North Shore could be archaeology cultural landscape and preserve
living ecosystems and create jobs
Museum or cultural center for East End
There is a need for more festivals, events, and classes to accentuate the cultural richness and
diversity of Moloka’i.
More cultural engagement activities given by Native Hawaiians
Our strength is in our diversity – live and let live
Cultural awareness of different ethnic extractions – respect of others
Support our community festivals and other scheduled events
Monthly cultural activities at the library or Malama Park
Need to know where cultural and archeological sites are
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SESSION 3: GOALS AND STRATEGIES
Table 1: Event 1 Goals and Strategies Summary Table
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

No coordination between the different
operators of the different water
systems

All the water systems coordinate and
work together as it is one aquifer

Plan for integration of Molokai’s six
existing water systems

Coordinated and sustainable
management of water resources

County of Maui needs to get in step with
Molokai’s water plan

Water conservation

Capture and store water during heavy
rain (increase pumping during those
events)

Infrastructure
Water

Much of the water system is privately
owned, is old, in disrepair, and does
not provide an adequate supply

Transportation

Transportation systems and facilities
are inadequate to meet future
demands and to support a more
diversified economy

Barge service that meet the needs of
residents/businesses

Allow non‐potable or brackish water for
agriculture, lawn irrigation and
reforestation
Smaller boats/barges to Maui and Oahu
esp. to transport ag products
Alternative forms of shipping to/from
Molokai.

Cost of transportation and shipping
limits economic opportunities

Recognize the need to connect Molokai
with “highways” (no superferry or ocean
cable)

Limited flights

Sharing barge/ferry/harbor costs
statewide
Gov’t subsidies for air/barge

Power

Grid limitations limits ability to

Alternative energy for Molokai
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

buy/sell energy to the grid

Strategies & Ideas
systems

More stable power grid capable of
accepting renewable energies
Wastewater
Communications
Solid Waste

Parks

Bad or lack of drainage management
leads to poor coral reef health
Unreliable internet service
Limited cell phone cabability
Limited options for garbage and
recycling
Landfill limitations
Lack of park facilities and
maintenance

21st century communications system,
island wide
landfill system for appliances, cars,
metals, plastics and green waste

Venues for cultural performances

Implement a wastewater, storm‐water
drainage master plan
More cell towers
Recycling receptacles all over the island,
for all sorts of materials, regularly
collected
Improve / maintain Malama park
Canoe hale

Not enough recreational opportunities
for kids

Education

Limited campgrounds
The educational systems do not
address current or future needs.

University of Hawaii campus/satellite

Insufficient education in mechanical
arts and agriculture

Working agriculture program on island :
revive the dairy
Strengthen and expand the education
system on Molokai.
Reinstitute the vocational education
programs at Molokai High School.
Develop a youth center

Social services

Not enough long term care

Senior housing

Use schools at night for vocational and
post‐high school education
Expand opportunities for a community
commercial kitchen
Keep seniors in their homes

Economic Development
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Jobs

Economy is not broad, diverse, or
robust enough to support the island’s
population

Need better mentoring and tutoring for
local residents so they can be trained for
higher skill jobs

Cost of electricity is a factor that
challenges economic development

Allow for more home based businesses
Mentor small businesses

County zoning is a restriction to home
based businesses

Encourage home businesses

Lack of skilled labor

Agriculture

High shipping costs for ag. products

More value‐added products

High water rates

Diversified agricultural economy

Focus on producing exports that are not
perishable or time‐sensitive (such as
bamboo or metal roofing)
Develop finance opportunity to assist
new businesses “start‐ups”
Study to determine niche market

Tourism

Local market small forcing farmers to
export to remain economically viable.
No overall strategy for visitor facilities
and services on the island.

Small‐scale tourism that creates local
jobs and local businesses

Vocal minority against B & Bs

Niche Tourism

Limited visitor accommodations

Properly regulated B&B industry

Transient Vacation Rentals and Bed
and Breakfast have too many
restrictions

High School level agricultural training
Revive Kaluakoi as eco‐resort / retreat
Small scale tourism that is based on local
businesses – not big resorts ‐‐ would
provide a more authentic Molokai
experience
Synergy between tourism and agriculture
Expand opportunities for residents to
benefit economically from large sporting
events that are held on Molokai.
Emphasize/ follow established zoning
plans for Kaluakoi to be a resort area
Revive west end hotels and golf courses
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Degradation of offshore waters and
reefs due to run‐off and sedimentation
from upland areas

Coordinated environmental
management between agencies

More education on how to protect reef
health, environmental management

Clean and healthy reef

Create off‐limits areas for fishing: Marine
Conservation areas or districts

Environmental Resources
Shoreline, Reefs, Fisheries

Wetlands need protection

Protect sensitive shoreline areas.

Reef is a major subsistence and
economic resource

Improve circulation in wetlands
Water Quality

Erosion

Invasive seaweeds
Watershed and water quality need
protection and management
Kawela stream is a problematic area
Large expanses of bare soil are
susceptible to wind erosion and run‐
off

Drainage master plan

Management plan for bare fields

Capture surface runoff water for
agriculture and reforestation
Replant niu (coconut) at Kawela
Re‐plant forests with native species
Eradicate feral goats

Feral goats cause a signification
amount of de‐forestation and loss of
vegetation

Divert Kawela and Kamalo streams into
retention basins for rice fields; restore
auwae to puu‘one

Historic and Cultural Resources
Conservation

No master list of cultural and
archeological sites

Protection of historic and
archaeological resources

Event coordinator – Molokai Visitors
Bureau + more publicity

Active burial council

Extend reach of Molokai’s ability to have
control over resources
Coordinate with DLNR to ensure
protection of sites

Coordination of agencies that deal
with cultural and historic resources

Facilities

Inventory Resources
Bring Malama Park back to life – back to
the original vision for the park

Need more festivals, events, and
classes to accentuate the cultural
richness and diversity of Molokai
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Diversity

Access to Kalaupapa is limited

Education that focuses on historic and
cultural resources

Kalaupapa as an important cultural
and economic resource

Strategies & Ideas
Canoe hale
Have a once a year Multi‐cultural festival
Homesteads at Kalaupapa
Promote religious tourism (Maui visitor’s
bureau/Molokai Visitors Assoc.)
Improve and promote access to
Kalaupapa (cable car)

Land Use and Development
Permitting Process

Permitting process is lengthy and
cumbersome and creates high costs
Plan checking and permitting has to
be done on Maui
Lack of enforcement on illegal
construction

Eliminate interim zoning

Time limit on permitting turn‐around

More efficient, reliable, and
transparent planning and permit
processes

On‐line permit applications
Interim zoning into categories.
More administrative decisions (less
planning commission involvement)

SMA is unfair
Homeowners don’t understand
permitting process
Lack of County agency coordination
Interim Zoning is problematic
Appropriate Rural Development

New development on Molokai should
fit in with the rural character of the
island
Certain types of large buildings
appropriate in certain areas (West
End)
Limited commercial space because of
permitting challenges

Prioritize infill development
Keep Molokai as rural as possible
Incorporate ocean setbacks in planning
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Kaunakakai

The district could be improved to
address parking issues and to ensure
that it continues to function as the
island’s primary commercial area

Kaunakakai is the commercial center
for the island.

Clean up power plant area
Malama Park can link the town and the
waterfront.
Revisit the parking requirements for in
Kaunakakai as it may be an obstacle for
business owners who wish to make
improvements.
Develop Kaunakakai as a country town
and maintain its low‐rise, low impact,
and rural character.

Smart Growth & Green Building

New growth on Molokai should strive
to be sustainable (not stress the
island’s resources)

No development on the North Shore

Keep sea level rise in mind as planning
moves forward
Incentivize green building technologies –
give green building some priority in
permit process
Development, design and building
standards and guidelines should
encourage ‘green’ building technologies
(like solar hot water, photo‐voltaics,
alternative materials like bamboo)

Housing
Affordable Housing

A lack of affordable housing options
for local residents

Cheaper/ affordable housing and
utilities

Cost of permitting process adds to
cost of housing

Many vacancies – take advantage of
vacant housing to address need for
affordable housing – match up vacant
units to people’s needs
More awareness and help for Habitat for
Humanity
More reasonably priced land
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Diverse Housing Options

Lack of flexibility in zoning &
building codes to allow for a range of
housing types and more affordable
housing

More efficient permitting process

Program for short term worker housing
There are already enough existing areas
with infrastructure and proper zoning

Developer incentives
Develop the Hawaiian Homelands

Lack short term housing (1 month – 6
month residency) for workers

HUD or other government assistance for
first time home buyers

Lack of infrastructure to allow for
development

Appropriate Housing
Seniors Housing

Not enough property for Multi‐family
New housing should be respectful of
the existing rural context of Molokai
Not enough housing or assisted care
options for seniors

Will need more housing in the coming
years as the older population increases
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Community Engagement Event 2: Developing Strategies for the Future
Date:
Location:
Facilitators:

Community Attendance:

Saturday, October 16, 2010
Mitchell Pau’ole Center
County of Maui, Long‐Range Planning Division Staff
Chris Hart & Partners Staff
UH Manoa, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning Professor and Students
69

Methodology
As community members arrived at the workshop they were greeted at the welcome table and asked to
sign‐in and were given a nametag and group assignment. John Summers, Long‐Range Planning
Administrator, and David Yamashita, Long‐Range Planner, provided a brief welcome and overview of
the workshop’s agenda. Workshop attendees were broken into four separate groups each with a
facilitator and recorder. The methodology used for Event 2 differed from the methodology for Event 1
in that for Event 2 each group was given a specific topic area to discuss rather than each group covering
all topic areas. This methodology was chosen due to the amount of material to be covered. The four
topic areas consisted of 1) economic development, 2) heritage resources, 3) land use, development and
housing, and 4) infrastructure and public services.
The workshop was designed with three sessions: 1) Review Workshop 1 Summary; 2) Issues and
Opportunities; and 3) Goals and Strategies. Each group worked through the three sessions
individually. The following provides a description of each session.
Session 1: Review Workshop 1 Summary – Each group member was provided with a summary of the
feedback from the first event and was given about 15 minutes to review the material, focusing on the
issues and goals identified for their particular topic area.
Session 2: Developing Strategies – Each group was given a specific, primary set of five to six key ideas
and/or strategies with a problem statement for their category area. The problem statements were drawn
from the issues and opportunities identified at Event 1 as well as from the 2001 Community Plan and
other community consultations. Groups were tasked with developing a strategic plan for their specific
category that will provide a blueprint for Moloka’i for the next 20 years. Groups were asked to identify
both long‐term strategies as well as actions that can be implemented immediately.
Each group was asked to identify key policies and actions that would need to be implemented in order
for the strategies to be effective. They were also tasked with identifying who the various people and
groups are that will need to be consulted and involved and what a realistic timeline for the strategies
and actions should be. Each group’s comments were recorded on large printed worksheets. The
following problem statements and strategies were provided to each group to work from.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Limited economic opportunity is the most significant problem facing Molokai: a small number of employers
means that the economy is not as diverse or as robust as it could be. There is a limited availability of desirable
jobs for local residents that provide sustainable employment and reliable income. Opportunities exist,
however, in the potential of diversified agriculture, ‘green jobs’, and in developing a low‐impact tourism
sector. However, there is concern that there is not adequate training for the kind of skilled jobs that could
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exist in the future. Challenges to economic development and diversification include the cost of electricity,
limited transportation, and the cost and availability of water.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been put forward:
A. Diversified and sustainable agriculture and value added products
B. Low‐impact tourism / eco tourism / cultural tourism / religious tourism
C. Green jobs: renewable energy systems, building technologies (ie. bamboo)
D. Encourage entrepreneurship: more small and medium businesses
E. Telecommuting: improve internet access to allow people to work at home
HERITAGE RESOURCES ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Lack of effective conservation, protection and management of heritage resources is a significant problem facing
Molokai. Flooding, erosion and siltation result in long term damage to coastal resources and the fringing reef.
Managing these resources is a challenge because of the destruction of upland forests and unregulated grading
and filling of wetlands, which affects fresh water resources and sensitive coastal areas. Also, there is no
comprehensive inventory of cultural and historic resources along with difficult permitting processes, lack of
enforcement, and agency coordination. There is interest in (1) establishing ahupua‘a‐based management for
greater local control and (2) educational programs focused on resource management.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been proposed:
A. Create a comprehensive cultural and historic resources inventory and database
B. Protect (and restore?) significant cultural and historic resources.
C. Develop and implement Wastewater and Drainage Plan for entire island
D. Expand locally and culturally based resource management (e.g. ‘Aha Moku/‘Aha Ki‘ole)
E. Expand heritage resource management programs at MCC
F. Revive and expand Malama Cultural Park.
LAND USE AND HOUSING ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
The permitting process needs to be made more efficient, reliable and transparent: the current system is
confusing, cumbersome and adds to construction costs. Interim zoning and SMA regulations are
problematic. Zoning enforcement seems to be administered unfairly. There is a desire to see new development
fit into the rural character of the island. There is an insufficient amount of commercial space out in rural
areas because of the zoning and permitting requirements.
The following ideas and strategies have been proposed:
A. Create a more transparent, timely, and efficient permitting process
B. Prioritize appropriate infill development and adaptive re‐use over new construction
C. New development to fit into the rural character of the island
D. Allow a larger diversity of housing types including housing for seniors, especially assisted living
E. Revitalize Kaunakakai to be the “commercial center” with better parking and appropriate
‘beautification’ for a country small town
INFRASTRUCTURE & PUBLIC SERVICES ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Molokai’s infrastructure is in poor condition and limits economic development. Much of the water system is
privately owned, is old and in disrepair, and does not provide adequate supplies, especially for farmers. The
island’s drainage system also is inadequate and is a significant cause of erosion and flooding. Transportation
costs are high and can often be an obstacle to developing new markets for goods produced on the island. The
island’s park facilities could be improved and expanded, with more recreational opportunities, especially for
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youth. The education system is not providing Molokai’s students with the knowledge and skills that are
needed in the future.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been proposed:
A. Improve shipping and ferry services to Maui.
B. Integrate the island’s water network into one unified system.
C. Expand flights at the airport for transportation of freight as well as people.
D. Improve and expand park facilities.
E. Expand educational programs in the schools, especially for vocational education.
F. Initiate drainage improvements throughout the island.
Session 3: Identifying Conflicts, Trade‐offs and Synergies – The intent of this session was to understand
how the strategies and actions developed by each group for their category area may conflict and/or
work together well with strategies, plans and actions from other categories, and to consider what the
trade‐offs might be in implementing these actions. The group’s discussion of potential conflicts, trade‐
offs and synergies was recorded on a large printed worksheet.
Group Viewing ‐ At the end of the event, lunch was provided and group members were given the
opportunity to view and discuss each other’s worksheets.

Feedback / Results
The following tables provide a summary of the community feedback received during Session 2 and
Session 3 at Event 2.

SESSION 1: REVIEW WORKSHOP 1 SUMMARY
Since Session 1 was a brief review of the feedback received at Event 1, this session did not produce any
new feedback.
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SESSION 2: DEVELOPING STRATEGIES
Table 2: Event 2 Strategies Summary Table
What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

INFRASTRUCTURE & PUBLIC FACILITIES
Strategy: Improve & Expand Park Facilities
Develop Parks Master Plan

Establish Malama Cultural Park

Improve One Alii Park and Other
East End Parks

Improve West End Parks

Improve Pala’au State Park /
Kalaupapa Lookout

• Inventory existing facilities
• Conduct User Study (research previous
study – County Council records)
• Interview stakeholders
• Implement improvements (pavilion, hale,
open areas for gathering, wetland
restoration)
• Implement Master Plan
• Regularly maintain facilities and amenities
• Conserve energy – turn off lights
• Additional public restrooms between
Halawa and One Alii Park needed
• Life guards
• Water
• Replace kiawe?
• Regularly maintain facilities and amenities
• Restore access to restrooms – water supply
issue
• More hiking options

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

DOT
DLNR
Dept. of Parks & Recreation
Danny Mateo
Kukui O Molokai
Private landowners
Pu’u O Hoku Ranch
Molokai Ranch
Moana Dudoit (East End)

9
9
9
9
9

Farmers
Businesses
Consumers
Contractors
Government
(Fed./State/County)

Strategy: Improve Shipping & Ferry Services
Start New Shipping Business

• PUC Approval
• Financial feasibility study for both shipping
service provider and shipping users (bottom
up)
• Include shipping cars and white goods off
island
• More options (are there going to be
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What: Details on Strategy

Efficiency Upgrades to Ferry

Implement Harbor Improvements

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Establish Harbor Alternative

•
•
•
•
•

unintended consequences?)
Potential loss of service (PASHA)
Flexible schedules
More trips during high needs times
Ferry is currently used as informal goods
shipping service by stores and families (trips
to Costco, etc.)
Improve Kaunakakai Warf
Initiate environmental studies (improve
water quality, consider environmental and
cultural resources)
Important recreation area – canoe races,
fishing, gathering place – connection to
Malama Cultural Park
Utility lines a hazard
Remove seaweed ‐ utilize as fertilizer
Second landing needed for emergencies
Puko’o Harbor
Kamalo Harbor

Who: Needs to be Involved

9
9

Ferry company
Community

9
9
9

9
9

Farmers
Businesses
Fishermen (charter,
commercial and
subsistence)
Canoe groups
Keiki

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

DOT
DLNR
TNC
NOAA
USGS
Large landowners
Army Corps of Engineers
Sea Bees
DHHL
Real estate agents

Strategy: Initiate Drainage Improvements to the Island
Improve Water Systems

Reforestation & Control of Feral
Animals
Aquifer Recharge

Wetland & Fishpond Restoration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop Drainage Master Plan
Maintain / clear natural drainage ways
Clear culverts
Consider natural hazards and drainage
during planning
Support DLNR/TNC reforestation and feral
animal control activities
Support permaculture practices
Investigate large scale catchment systems
(mauka) and small scale roof catchment
Plant drought tolerant groundcover
Eliminate mangroves
Continue to support wetland education
programs in schools
Support the creation of new home buyer
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

education program about wetlands and their
function and why they should not be filled

Strategy: Expand Airport / Flights for Freight and People
Parking Management Strategy for
Long‐Term Parking
Lengthen Runway

Relocate Airport to West End

•
•
•
•
•

Improve parking lot
Continue free service
Clean up abandoned vehicles
Conduct study – is this needed
Cost/benefit study – will there be more flight
options? Impact on surrounding area?
More carriers?
• Proposed in the past for safety reasons
(previous study?)

Maintain Sense of Place

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

DOT
DHHL
FAA
Kamaka Air (freight)
Car renal agency
Taxi services
Air ambulance
Kalaupapa
Visitor industry

9
9
9
9
9

MCC
DOE
BOE
Ag Extension Service
Unions

Strategy: Expand Vocational & Agricultural Education
Expand College Facilities &
Programs

Agricultural Education
Opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth Vocational Opportunities

•

Secure funding sources
Improve parking
Acquire new land
Build new facilities
Expand equipment – connection to West
Oahu & Manoa
Increase staffing to provide flexible hours
Develop preschool on campus
Offer early childhood education courses
Organic farming classes
Connect health & farming
Focus on both adults and keiki
Education for community on GMO’s
Sustainable agricultural practices
Parental/community involvement to get
keiki interested in agriculture
Bring back high school ag programs / 4‐H
programs / Future Farmers of America (FFA)
Certified VoTech teachers – coordinate with
MCC
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
•
•
•
•

Who: Needs to be Involved

Job Corps on Island
ROTC program
Anti‐drug programs
Bring back Hawaiian studies, art, music, etc.
(cut back because of “No Child Left Behind”)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Strategy: Entrepreneurship – Small/Medium Businesses
Support Small Business and
Entrepreneurship

Jobs for Molokai People and Kids

• Provide education opportunities –
budgeting, credit, internet, etc.
• Facilitate entrepreneurs
• Mini business should have choices – health,
workman’s comp., unemployment, etc.
• Need market for products
• Once we have a viable economy
entrepreneurs will spring up
• Need to develop agriculture and tourism
more which will lead to entrepreneurship
growth
• Small business are key on Molokai since
many can’t afford the cost of insurance and
other business expenses
• Molokai brand product
• Vocational training – writing business plans,
business savvy, etc.
• Job fairs / vocational fairs
• Create opportunities for trade/vocational
training and education (electricians,
plumbers, etc.

9
9
9
9
9
9

Kuha’o Business Center
(free)
MCC
High school
Monsanto
Kids
Molokai Chamber of
Commerce (grants)

Strategy: Telecommuting via Internet & Home‐Based Businesses
Current Internet Access and Cell
Coverage is Inadequate

• Competition for bandwidth – high school
having problems
• Need high speed internet access
• Increase bandwidth
• Better server options in more areas

9
9
9
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What: Details on Strategy

Telecommuting

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

• Very important for small businesses
• More cell towers (disguise as palm tree)
• Promote telecommuting for County and
State workers
• Lessen traffic & reduce travel costs

Strategy: Develop Low‐Impact Tourism Market
Vacation Rentals on West End

Transportation
Promoting Small Scale Tourism

• Kaluakoi back up and running (will need
political action)
• Economy hotel in Kauakoi
• Get more control over cost of transportation
• Better availability/frequency of flights
• Create demand (whether it is value added or
tourism niche)
• How much tourism is too much and will
impact the island?
• Need a range of accommodations to be
successful
• Need a better TVR policy – limited number
is o.k.
• No TVR’s in rural areas – for locals
• B&B’s stick to zoning
• Develop only what we already have – get
golf course going

9
9
9
9
9

Molokai Chamber of
Commerce
County
MPL
Visitors Association
Governor

9

Public/private partnerships

9

University or private
research effort

Strategy: Diversified Agriculture & Value Added Products
Commercial Kitchen

• Enforce availability of commercial kitchens

Post Processing

• Current difficulties with getting raw
products to outside markets – shipping and
ag issues
• Research Task Force (research issues,
identify types of product that could work)
• Find a leader (tsar) with the right expertise
• Example: High Country Meats – small
family business processing the meat
• Better marketing and distribution
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

• Government grants and subsidies
Niche Marketing

Diversified Agriculture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need a product line
Made in Molokai
Government grants and subsidies
Monocroping is not sustainable – need to
diversify like Kumu Farms
Become more food self‐sufficient
Profit building and food security
Develop Agricultural Plan (with business
plan)
Find a leader (Tsar) with the right expertise
(on island) – help guide right ag choices and
keep an eye on ag on Molokai

9
9

UH CTHAR
Molokai Chamber of
Commerce

9
9
9
9
9

Kumu Farms
Monsanto
County & State
Government
UH
Private consultant

9

MECO

Strategy: Green Economy – Renewable Energy & Green Technology
Solar & Wind

Low‐Impact Fuels

Diversified Energy Strategy

• Enhance energy grid so extra energy can be
sold back and grid won’t max out
• Government incentives
• Need to be more inclusive to have more
people participate
• Palm oil
• Bio fuels
• Bio diesel
• Marijuana
• Processing facility on island?
• Study feasibility and impact on island – oil is
still too cheap to require diversified energy
• Need energy tsar to see the whole picture
• Energy and waste plan
• Experiencing an energy deficit – make
newcomers have a plan

LAND USE
Strategy: Diversify Housing Types & Seniors Assisted Living
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What: Details on Strategy
Affordable Housing

Building Code

Senior Housing

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
• High end developments should help fund
affordable housing (impossible to develop
affordable housing on its own)
• Too much high end housing could raise cost
for everyone and have negative impacts –
mitigate impacts through the property tax
code
• Establish community land trust to keep the
land and housing units affordable
• Preference for detached units
• Impact fees for infrastructure and special
housing
• Inclusionary zoning
• More housing for locals on DHHL lands
• Develop different building code for Molokai
(especially for rural housing)
• Allow use of bamboo
• Legalize manufactured homes
• Keep seniors in their own homes as much as
possible
• Assisted living in town
• Elder care/assisted senior housing could be a
good business as well as fill a need

Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

9
9
9
9

Community
DHHL
County Planning Dept.
County Public Works

2010 – 2013 parallel with Community
Plan update

9
9
9
9

County Planning Dept.
Business owners
Property owners
County/State/Fed
government. (re: tax
benefits)

2010 – 2015 parallel with Community
Plan update

Strategy: Focus on Infill Development & Adaptive Re‐Use
Infill Development

• Promote infill development but do not
exclude new construction
• Use what is already zoned
• Establish incentives for infill development
(i.e., tax benefits, expedited permitting,
federal funding, etc.)
• Distinguish between commercial and
residential infill development (one size does
not fit all)
• Infill development should still conform to
zoning and appropriate scale
• There are not many ohana units currently
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

because taxes make them expensive
• There are currently empty homes in Ranch
Camp
• Housing may not be the big issue until there
are more jobs
• Insure that infrastructure (water, roads, etc.)
is adequate before infill development is
encouraged in an area

Strategy: Transparent, Efficient & Clear Permitting Process
Zoning & Land Use

Service & Staffing

Efficiency

• Remove interim zoning and replace with
appropriate zoning
• Figure out why interim zoning is taking so
long to get rid of
• Investigate potential negative impacts
(property increase, etc.) to landowners from
changing interim zoning
• Consider “grandfather” provisions to
mitigate impacts
• Ground truth what the use of the land is first
• Review the Community Plan designations in
the 2001 plan
• Distinguish between what is residential and
what is agriculture
• County staff needs a more service‐friendly
attitude and to be more solution oriented
• Require staff to take a course with non‐
county instructors on friendly customer
service (including collaborative
communication, being efficient, results
oriented, accountability, etc.)
• Molokai planning and permitting should be
done on island (on island staff)
• Hire a Molokai planner immediately
• Community work with the Planning
Department to streamline the permitting and
zoning process and communicate better
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9
9
9
9
9
9
9

County Planning Dept.
Planning Director
Maui County Council
Mayor
Molokai Planning
Commission
Community
Property owners

9
9
9

County Planning Dept.
Mayor’s office
Community

2010 – 2013 make zoning changes
parallel with adoption of update
plan, NOT after

2010 ‐ 2011
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

• Review Kauai County process
• Provide more definitive guidelines

Strategy: Revitalize Kaunakakai
• Plant trees and other appropriate
landscaping using native species
• Allow green parking spaces
• Implement the Main Street Plan
• Spend public money on infrastructure, parks
and community facilities first
• Kaunakakai needs more commercial zoning,
as apposed to BCT
• Investigate whether current zoning inhibits
new development in Kaunakakai
• Consider some regulations in BCT zoning

Strategy: New Development to Fit in with Rural Character
Molokai Rural Character

• Change building codes and subdivision
codes to be more appropriate for Molokai
(i.e. low rise – 35’ max., low density, small
lot coverage, detached housing, no curb,
gutter & sidewalks, etc.)
• Further refine what the concept of rural
character means for Molokai – find
consensus and discuss possibility of size
regulations
• Preserve shoreline areas – size restrictions on
single‐family homes
• Require appropriate landscaping for
subclimate/environment
• Provide site design guidelines ‐
conservation site design
• Need to enforce conformity to conditions of
original building permits
• Covenants, HOA, CC&R’s, etc., should be
used to both define what can and can not be
done
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County Planning Dept.
County Public Works
DSA
Community
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What: Details on Strategy
Green / Sustainable Development

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
• Provide incentives for green building
• County should encourage use of solar/pv,
low energy buildings, etc.
• Change regulations to allow for the use of
grey water
• Establish Molokai as a pilot community for
sustainability / alternative energy
• Getting people off the grid will lower the
cost of living for families

Who: Needs to be Involved

9
9
9
9

Federal government
State government
County government
Community

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Kupuna
Everyone
Archeologists
Bishop Museum
OHA
UH
County

HERITAGE RESOURCES: HISTORICAL, CULTURAL & ENVIRONMENTAL
Strategy: Protect and Restore Significant Environmental & Historical Resources
Restore ecosystems

• Enforce use of best practices to control
soil erosion and protect reefs
• Enforce use of best practices to control soil
erosion and protect reefs
• Retain runoff from mountains (drainage)
• Reforestation
• Soil erosion ‐ reefs
• Fencing to keep goats from moving up into
forests – passive restoration
• Targeted hunting – regeneration of native
species
• Restore kula areas – mid forests – hala
• Engineer solutions for watersheds
• Kamakou forest – watersheds – water
resources
• Define sustainability – UN definiti
• Everything is tied together – look for “two‐
fers”
• Look for models
• Pollen pollution – GMO’s
• State and UH are the experts – use them
• Don’t need concrete everywhere – erosion is
natural
• Provide professional / ATV equipment for
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What: Details on Strategy

Identify island’s carrying capacity

Restore culture

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
loan
• Watersheds – who is in charge? TNC?
DLNR? Do their jobs
• Invasive species are impacting water
• Identify mangrove areas
• Property owners should be responsible for
streams on their property
• Aha Moku / Aha Ki’ole
• Island‐wide shoreline management plan
• More enforcement needed (motivate
enforcement officers with better pay / better
education for community self policing)
• Community based enforcement / protocols
• Place based management strategies /
knowledge based
• See the connection of the mauka / makai
relationship
• Kula activities having huge impacts on
makai resources
• Soil loss getting worse – large areas left bare
• Cover crops
• Research island’s water resource capacity
• 200 years ago there was balance here
• Desalinization & solar
• 30% water loss from east to west
• Not a water supply problem – distribution
problem
• Need financial resources and other resources
• Don’t waste resources
• Distribution – develop sources (water) closer
to demand
• Water loss into air, into crops we can eat
• Brackish water resources
• Expand Malama Park (multi‐cultural)
• Establish Molokai museum (bridge culture
from the past and current culture / alive /
interactive / education / apprenticeship /
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What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies

Who: Needs to be Involved

crafts)
• Restore fishponds – increase kuleana
• Create a system for slaughtering animals so
nothing is wasted
• People, place, culture – resources
• Subsistence – hunting, fishing, gathering,
planting – feeding our families
• Indigenous people are a resource
• Subsistence activities are important
• Traditional homes, places
• Locals should hunt but outsiders should not
• Preserve the whole island, it is our identify –
birds, people, land

Strategy: Create a Cultural & Historic Resources Inventory
• Start with Cathy Summers as a basis
• Culture is current, alive
• ID important places then protect and restore

9
9

Knowledgeable community
members
Ron Ravanat (natural
resources)

Strategy: Revive / Expand Malama Cultural Park
• Park intended to be a hub on island for
residents & visitors – based on community
needs, protocol
• By locals for locals
• Helps Kaunakai be a shore town
• Community run the park instead of State or
County
• More visitors needed in addition to
community use
• Connect town to shore
• Set expectation for visitors

9
9
9

Canoe clubs to get more
involved
Halau
People who create plan =
people who enforce

Strategy: Expand Resource Management Education
Place specific education

• Educate on best practices for soil
conservation – need more people, need
community support, investigations

9
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SWCD – NRCD M‐L
District

When: Timeline & Priority

Moloka’i Community Events 1 & 2 Report on Community Responses

What: Details on Strategy

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
• SWCD have funded programs – lack of
participation in programs
• Certain areas need certain techniques
• Involve community
• Aha Kiole – DLNR
• Managing all resources on island
• All areas of island are different
• Need to educate on new methods –
wastewater and drainage
• Everybody needs to know everything
• Need to decolonize
• Use all meat grown here

Strategy: Develop Wastewater & Drainage Plan (and solid waste)
Wastewater & drainage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All of Kaunakakai is at or below MSL – flod
Ag runoff
Cesspools – injection wells
Petroleum – dripping oil
Stormwater runoff
Replanting riverbeds
Sediment basins
Gulch from Mauna Loa to Papohaku –
sediment basin
Collecting sediment needs regular
maintenance
Injection well – create wetland
Natural filtering of wastewater
Replace systems
Killing reefs with soil
Fishponds used improperly (sediment
basins)
Community members policing, checking
each other
Volunteer crisis teams to address problems,
enforcement
Place‐based – more community buy‐in
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Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

Moloka’i Community Events 1 & 2 Report on Community Responses

What: Details on Strategy
Solid waste

How: Implementing Actions & Policies
• Solid‐waste recycling
• County needs to implement CB Waste
Management Plan
• Scrap metal recycling
• Recycling demand – price

Strategy: Expand Culturally Based Resource Management
Education / awareness

Enforcement

• Halawa Valley hiking – need to identify
trails and manage
• Ahupua’a – evaluate mauka to makai
• Lack of management of large land areas
• Empower indigenous people to manage
resources
• Kuleana – managing the resources for
subsistence
• Create teams for each area
• Use culture to guide land use and natural
resource management
• Learn from solutions that have been done
before
• Native Hawaiians practicing the culture can
lead others
• Permaculture – restoration
• Models to follow for strategies
• Aka Kiole/Aha Moku – locally based –
opposite of DLNR
• Use traditional systems/methods that
work/are proven
• All State departments and County need to
organize
• Need to enforce ourselves
• Community needs to be accountable
• Agency – on island enforcement
• Go to EPA to stop bare soil exposure
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Who: Needs to be Involved

When: Timeline & Priority

Moloka’i Community Events 1 & 2 Report on Community Responses

SESSION 3: CONFLICTS, TRADE‐OFFS AND SYNERGIES
Table 3: Event 2 Conflicts, Trade‐Offs and Synergies Summary Table
Strategy / Action

Conflicts

Trade‐Offs

Synergies

Are there other strategies or actions
this idea may conflict with?

What are the pros and cons of
implementing this strategy?

Are there other strategies this idea may
work together well with?

INFRASTRUCTURE & PUBLIC FACILITIES
Harbor Improvements / Ferry
Service

• Environmental protection
• Recreational expansion

• Reef damage
• Harbor inspection
• User conflicts – recreational and
commercial (kite, jet ski, etc.)
• More rubbish
• Invasive species
• Increased population – resources
not sufficient
• Maintain quality of life
• Maintain FREE parking – who
• More carriers
will pay for implements? – work
with hospital

Airport Parking Improvements

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Hire Consultant Ag Tsar / Liaison
Person
Government Subsidies for Ag

Place for Tsar (on‐island)

Liaison Person

• Where do they fit in/come from? Ag dept.,
gov., NGO, private?
• Difficult economic times – government will
not have money (ex: harbors – who pays to
make harbor able to accommodate four
competition? Fed? Who subsidizes? From
where?)
• No money / no jobs – need money to create
jobs
• Working with community from here, not
from Maui
• Never had an on‐island go‐to person
• Conflict with council persons?
• Need two: one for ag and one for business
center

Visitors’ Center (ex: use same model
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• Chamber of Commerce
• Business Center
• Freight costs can also be
addressed by developing the
marketing

• One entity acting on behalf of
Molokai (branding ag/tourism
tsar / business center)

Moloka’i Community Events 1 & 2 Report on Community Responses

Strategy / Action

Conflicts

Trade‐Offs

Synergies

Are there other strategies or actions
this idea may conflict with?

What are the pros and cons of
implementing this strategy?

Are there other strategies this idea may
work together well with?

as Kulana O Iwi)
Center for Diversified Activities
(business, visitors, tourism)
Energy / Green Jobs

Tourism: Air Flights

• Coordination with MECO
• Sense of urgency

• No longer have the monopoly –
growing opportunity to longer
be reliant solely on them

• MECO could start to have
opportunities for home owners to
be more self‐sufficient

• More development / activities =
more people
• Does culture have to be
sacrificed for economy / $ / jobs?

• Tourism and education
• Tourism and non‐profit
involvement / volunteer
• Partnerships with local entities –
new type of tourism
• Local entities utilizing other local
entities first
• Set expectations for visitors

• Increase flights
• Reduced rates into Kaulapapa
• Regulation – airlines & barge – bring back
common fare – monopoly, rates too high
• Promote competition

HERITAGE RESOURCES: HISTORICAL, CULTURAL & ENVIRONMENTAL
Redefine Tourism

•
•
•
•

Economy is by nature against culture
Too much tourism can consume the culture
Make plans to stop tourism
Not be dependent on one economic engine

Create laws that protect Molokai the • Economic Development (Western Style)
way it is
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Appendix A
Community Engagement Event 1
Handout Package

Moloka‘i Community Engagement Event #2
Values, Issues & Goals Workshop
October 2, 2010
Handout package





Agenda
Vision Statement ‐ 2001 Moloka‘i Community Plan
Vision and Core Values – Countywide Policy Plan 2010
Identification of Problems and Opportunities – 2001 Moloka‘i
Community Plan
 Issues and Opportunities – what we’ve heard in 2010

At Each Team Table
 2001 Moloka‘i Community Plan, which includes:
 East End Policy Statement
 2010 Maui County Wide Policy Plan
 Summary of June 2010 Open House

1

Agenda
Coffee and refreshments available
Please sign in and get a name tag
Introduction
9:00 – 9:15 AM
9:15

Welcome by John Summers, Long Range Planning Administrator
Review agenda– David Yamashita
Break into groups: your group number will be on your name tag

Session 1
Vision & Core Values
9:15 – 10:00 AM 45 min
The intention of this session is to reflect on the current Vision in the 2001 Molokai Community Plan and to suggest
revisions, additions, or changes.
A. Use existing vision statement as a starting point and for comparison.
B. Discuss what needs to be added, revised, and changed.
C. Write your own statements and hand to table facilitator, who summarizes these comments.
D. Develop group consensus on revised vision
Session 2
Issues & Opportunities
10 – 11:15 AM 75 min
Each team/table will have a set of six tables which list the key issues identified for each category (Infrastructure 1
&2, Land use & Development, Historic & Cultural Resources, Environmental Resources, Housing, Economic
Development): the intention of session 2 is to review the list of issues + opportunities, provide additional details and
information, and add to the list, if necessary.
A. Facilitator reviews list of issues
B. Each person expresses their thoughts on a few issues
C. Group discusses how to refine and develop consensus if needed
D. Final list of issues and goals prepared.
Session 3
Goals & Strategies
11:15 – 12:30PM 75 min
A. Establish goals for each of the issues identified on the tables
B. Briefly, identify potential strategies and ideas to deal with the issues & opportunities, and/or
reaching those goals. (Note: Workshop 2 on October 16 will focus on exploring strategies
and ideas in more detail).
Groups will pin up their completed tables at the end of Session 3.
Lunch
12:30 – 1:00PM Lunch will be provided.
Grab something to eat, then walk around and view what other groups had to say about the
Vision statement, about issues, opportunities, goals, strategies and ideas.

Mahalo for coming!
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Moloka´i Vision Statement
2001 Molokai Community Plan
Molokai is the last Hawaiian island. We who live here choose not to be strangers in our own
land. The values of aloha ‘aina and malama ‘aina (love and care for the land) guide our
stewardship of Moloka`i’s natural resources, which nourish our families both physically and
spiritually. We live by our kupuna’s (elders) historic legacy of pule o‘o (powerful prayer). We
honor our island’s Hawaiian cultural heritage, no matter what our ethnicity, and that culture is
practiced in our everyday lives. Our true wealth is measured by the extent of our generosity.


We envision strong ‘ohana (families) who steadfastly preserve, protect and perpetuate
these core Hawaiian values.



We are a wise and caring community that takes pride in its resourcefulness, self‐
sufficiency and resiliency, and is firmly in charge of Moloka‘i’s resources and destiny.



We envision a Moloka‘i that leaves for its children a visible legacy: an island momona
(abundant) with natural and cultural resources, people who kokua (help) and look after
one another, and a community that strives to build an even better future on the pa‘a
(firm) foundation left to us by those who iwi (bones) guard our land.
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Molokai Vision Statement
Revisions & Additions
Principles, Values to add:

Suggested Revisions:
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County of Maui
Countywide Policy Plan
Adopted by Council March 24, 2010

VISION
Maui County will be an innovative model of sustainable island living and a place where every
individual can grow to reach his or her potential.
The needs of each individual, the needs of the whole community, and the needs of our natural
and cultural assets will be brought into balance to reflect the high value we place on both our
natural environment and our people.
The education and health of our people will be fostered to ensure that the residents of these
islands can, if they choose, spend their whole lives here – raising children, owning homes,
enjoying rewarding jobs, and taking advantage of opportunities to contribute to this community
and to be good stewards of our local treasures and resources.
Maui County will be a leader in the creation of responsible, self-sufficient communities and
environmentally sound economic development and land stewardship.
That which makes Maui County unique in the world will be preserved, celebrated, and protected
for generations to come.

CORE PRINCIPLES
To accomplish our vision, the people of our islands must foster and respect the Aloha Spirit.
We must consider the future generations of Maui County and be true to these core principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Excellence in the stewardship of the natural environment and cultural resources;
Compassion for and understanding of others;
Respect for diversity;
Engagement and empowerment of Maui County residents;
Honor for all cultural traditions and histories;
Consideration of the contributions of past generations as well as the needs of future
generations;
7. Commitment to self-sufficiency;
8. Wisdom and balance in decision making;
9. Thoughtful, island-appropriate innovation; and
10. Nurturance of the health and well-being of our families and our communities.
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2001 Molokai Community Plan
Identification of Major Problems and Opportunities of the Region
This description of key problems and opportunities, formulated by the 1993‐94 Citizen Advisory
Committee and Moloka‘i Planning Commission, provides the underlying basis for the planning goals,
objectives and policies which are described in Part III.
1.

Problems
a.

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY. Limited economic opportunity is the most significant problem
facing the community. With limited availability of desirable jobs, it is becoming more
difficult to support a family. There is a lack of economic diversity, therefore a lack of job
opportunity.

b.

INFRASTRUCTURE There is a significant need for upgrading of the island’s infrastructure.
In some cases, there is a lack of coordinated infrastructure which leads to piecemeal
implementation through zoning. Limited transportation services as well as solid waste
disposal are concerns. The high cost and infrequent service of air transportation to other
islands are considered problems. The high cost of energy is also a problem.

c.

COMMUNITY CONTROL OVER LOCAL DECISIONS. Decisions affecting the island are often
made in places other than Moloka‘i This lack of local control leads residents to perceive
that Moloka‘i does not have the opportunities necessary to cause decisions to be made for
the benefit of Moloka‘i’s people and that the existing Moloka‘i Community Plan is not
being implemented or enforced. Residents cannot drive to the County seat to meet with
decision makers like residents of Maui. There is a lack of control over individual
community plan amendments as well as a lack of public review over major subdivision
approval.

d.

SOCIAL RECREATION FACILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES. There is a lack of social and
recreational facilities for the island’s residents. There are needs for a new gym and senior
citizen center. A lack of library services ton the East and West ends of the island is also a
concern. Other recreational pursuits would be desirable such as movie theaters and a
bowling alley. The relatively high turnover in the teaching staff at public schools and
police department also leads to a lack of continuity. There are also limited post‐secondary
educational opportunities on Moloka‘i.

e.

HOUSING. The high cost of housing is a problem caused substantially by a lack of
available affordable land near established infrastructure. It is felt that identifying
affordable fee simple housing solutions to meet the needs of existing Moloka‘i residents is
a fundamental community need.

f.

WATER. Lack of sufficient water resources and their susceptibility to contamination, as
reflected in the 1994 EPA designation of Moloka‘i as an island‐wide Sole Source Aquifer, is
a constraining factor limiting the island’s development.
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2.

C.

Opportunities
a.

LIFESTYLE. Moloka‘i is a special place with a distinctly Hawaiian rural lifestyle. A slow and
cautious approach to future development on the island is preferred. Future development
on the island should built on Moloka‘i’s strengths while maintaining Moloka‘i’s
uniqueness. The open, un‐crowded and undeveloped nature of Moloka‘i, as well as its
clean air and water and abundant subsistence resources are assets. Unlike many other
places, residents still help each other with no strings attached. There are an abundance of
community luaus, and a significant number of extended families living together or in close
proximity. There is a feeling of sharing, belonging and community which should be
preserved.

b.

CULTURAL RESOURCES. Moloka‘i has an abundance of significant cultural and
archaeological resources which should be preserved in a sensitive and meaningful
manner. It is felt that there should be culturally appropriate economic development
within the island. Moloka‘i is at the center of the Hawaiian renaissance, and this should
be preserved and encouraged.

c.

ENVIRONMENT. The environment on Moloka‘i is relatively pristine with a desire that it
should remain that way. The beaches are clean with open access. With the exception of
soil erosion that contributes to silt on the reefs, there is relatively little pollution. There
are available farmlands for local produce. There is also a need to protect natural
resources which provide significant opportunities for subsistence on Moloka‘i.

Interregional Issues
In the consideration of possible amendments to the Moloka‘i Community Plan, there are several
issues which affect other regions or require a Countywide or island‐wide analysis. This section
discusses there issues which need interregional, island‐wide or County‐wide comprehensive
policy analysis and formulation.
1.

Government of the State and County are institutions that tie Moloka‘i to
the rest of Maui County. Many decisions affecting Moloka‘i are made in
Wailuku and Honolulu.

2.

Transportation Links to Maui and Honolulu are critical for Moloka‘i’s
economy and quality of life. Moloka‘i agricultural produce must be
delivered to markets, Moloka‘i workers commute to Maui and
Moloka‘i’s visitor industry depends on convenient air service.
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Molokai Community Plan Update 2012: What we’ve heard so far
Issues and Opportunities: Infrastructure
Transportation:
 Airport: upgrading the airport needs improvement. Bigger runway and slightly larger terminal. We need to
accommodate small jet service
 Transportation between Molokai and other islands is limited
 Develop transport linkage between Maui and Molokai
 Bus system ‐‐ need more public transit
 Kaluakoi road is a liability – it is very dangerous in its deteriorated
 No multi‐lane roads (just keep the pavement safe)
 Keep Moloka‘i ‐ Moloka‘i – No traffic lights, no multilanes
 Road is undermined by the ocean at the 20 mile marker
Waste / Recycling system:
 Landfill‐ need more recycling options
 More recycling ‐ especially auto
 Educate and facilitate for recycling and reduction of waste
 Composting at landfill
 Recycle containers and give incentives to families for recycling cardboard, plastic and glass
 No corporate waste recycling
Water:
 Consolidate the water system
 Water for farms
 Coordinate all water into one system.
 We need island‐wide control by the county of our water systems: No special interests
 Desalinization
Communications:
 High speed internet for everyone – makes it possible to work from home
Power/electricity:
 Promote and facilitate more solar and wind power for individual homes on a small scale
 Renewable energy
 Energy – should have more solar ‐‐ to save $
Parks and Recreation
 Need more boat ramps and beach areas with facilities
 Community center building for East End
 Working toilet at Puko‘o (Manae) canoe club area
 Parks are in poor shape
 No place to do luaus on island (One Ali‘i Park??)
 More public restrooms at beaches
 No parks from Puko‘o to Halawa
 Open another nine‐hole golf course
 Need Filipino Community Center
Fire & Police Services
 No fire hydrants past certain points on the east end
 New fire station on east end
 Need health clinic on east end
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Molokai Community Plan Update 2012: What we’ve heard so far
Issues and Opportunities: Infrastructure (continued)
Health Services
 Hard to get new doctors to move to Molokai because of the cost of living.
 No long term care facility on island
Education
The education system needs to support potential industries on Moloka’i such as agriculture, technology, and the
green economy.
 Teach green economy skills
 Go back to agriculturally based curriculum
 Increase vocational training facilities i.e. agriculture, computer, light industries
 New global economy – need true year round school. Not 180 days but at lease 300 days. Mandatory foreign
language requirement
 Public library expansion (library built in 1937) too small for growing population
 Educational levels are low – people don’t know how to start businesses
 Educational funding (Molokai HS does not have same resources as Maui schools)
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Molokai Community Plan Update 2012: What we’ve heard so far
Issues and Opportunities: Economy
Diversify the economy with development of jobs that actually work for the people of Moloka’i such as agricultural
and green jobs. Recharge the economy with cheaper agricultural water rates and more inter‐island travel options.









•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create jobs that will work for the community
Green economy and jobs
Agriculture need to be more developed for personal farming
Support farming programs in schools and community based programs
Cheaper agricultural water rates
Molokai’s ability to provide wind power is enormous. The enormous earning must come to the island’s
residents also.
Government assistance – people should put in amount of house to work to get assistance
Diverse economy that is not reliant on Federal/ State/ County and is open to Local/ State/ National companies.
Agricultural production? Tourism? Hotels? Cultural and religious tourism? All are welcome.
Need more air (flying) options for local and inter‐island travel
Diversified agriculture needs to be part of the island’s economic development.
The distribution of water is key to the island’s economy.
Improving educational levels and the educational system are key to strengthening the island’s economy.
Maui Community College could have a greater presence.
High cost of transporting goods, especially for farmers
No direct barge between Maui and Molokai
Shipping costs very high for anything bulky
Overseas ownership of Molokai Ranch is a problem
Structural bamboo as a new ag crop
Need better access to markets, which is a key
Develop a farm school at Pu’u o Hoku Ranch around permaculture concepts
Encourage small‐scale farming, not industrialized agriculture
Diversified agriculture on a small‐scale
Taro production in north shore valleys
Promote Hawaiian diet (Shintani)
Molokai could supply 60‐70% of food consumed in Hawaii with technical support and infrastructure
Use fishponds, not fish farms
Education of young people is critical if agriculture is to succeed and grow

Issues and Opportunities: Tourism












Support eco, agro, and cultural tourism.
Controlled‐ only what the people that live on that area want
Low impact ‐ Eco tourism
Agritourism = Agriculture + Tourism. Help farmers to be official Agritourism. culture based Tourism
Make it easier to establish bed and breakfast
Retreat center for yoga, cultural event, food event, music
No TVR’s in rural and ag areas. Bed and Breakfast’s Ok
Deteriorating Kaluakoi Hotel
Tourism should be culturally‐based and low impact, not industrialized tourism
Existing tour of island does not spend much time in Kaunakakai
No restaurant in Maunaloa
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Molokai Community Plan Update 2012: What we’ve heard so far
Issues and Opportunities: Land Use + Development















No new development /building – adapt and reuse ‐‐Use abandoned buildings
Speed up permit process. Simplify and speed up permit process. Have fair, common sense rules, process
permits promptly, enforce rules
 Zoning rules and laws not being followed – need stronger enforcement structure or approach
 Zoning laws are not being enforced consistently or equitably
 Permit process for fishpond restoration is difficult and cumbersome
 County permitting takes too long and costs too much – also not applicable to Molokai
 Have to wait long time between inspections – being treated as second‐class citizens :
 The process is too long and cumbersome
No accurate SMA/TMK ‐ need resurveying
Need fully resurveyed/GIS map TMK and SMA boundaries for planning/ public use
Most of island has interim zoning
No areas zoned for home business uses
The county’s permit process is a constant source of frustration among residents and business owners.
Diversified agriculture needs to be part of the island’s economic development.
Change code to allow B and Bs
Maintain the beauty of Moloka’i with smart growth and respect for the natural resources.
Smart growth and development that makes responsible use of our natural resources and available
technologies.
Keep rural rural
Diverse agriculture that includes conventional, GMO, subsistence, private small and large scale

Kaunakakai
 Keep Moloka’i Moloka’i – but restructure old buildings, beautify, create pedestrian areas downtown (garden,
fountains) to revive and make people enjoy
 Forget street lights – the moon and stars are enough
 Beautify main street
 Plant trees along main street in Kaunakakai ( to make it cool!)
 Public Parking lot in Kaunakakai for M.P.C. and Kaunaka’i School
 Parking in Kaunakakai is problem during big events

Issues and Opportunities: Housing












Affordable and diverse housing for locals.
Need affordable land; low rate loans for locals.
Building permits take too long
No high rises and no massive mansions.
Families need to subdivide for children to afford homes.
Make new housing Green: solar hot water, small wind, PV, etc
Too many regulations to build a house. Change regulations to allow for traditional Hawaiian hale and
alternative materials like bamboo
Limit the size of new housing to fit in with local rural style
Assisted care housing for seniors
Lots of senior citizens on island
Help people get off the grid with renewable energy for individual homes
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Molokai Community Plan Update 2012: What we’ve heard so far
Issues and Opportunities: Environmental Resources































Protect watersheds, fishponds, and reefs.
Watershed/ water supply protection
goat eradication, control of game that is detrimental
Reforestation
Stop erosion and run‐off to reef
Reef protection
Protect wetlands so near shore areas are kept clean
Sustainable fishing
Protect our fishponds – stop building in the fish pond
No GMO – Monsanto dust blowing
New law? – Remove all junk cars ‐ Eye sore
Protecting slopes from erosion is a critical issue
Herbicides and pesticides are buried from the pineapple operations
Establish zones and seasons for fishing to manage fisheries
Subsistence districts for certain food sources – example: Kamakou one area for subsistence hunters. Family
doesn’t have too much or food go to that area and hunt in a fenced area specific for that purpose. Also
Fishing.
The major problems on Moloka’i are related to environmental degradation with erosion and flooding.
South shore erosion
Reef damage
Loss of shoreline during floods (Kamiloloa through Kawela)
People are destroying our wetlands, reefs, and fishing grounds
Major dust storm from deforestation by Monsanto to plant corn not edible by humans
Sever flooding in downtown Kaunakakai in every winter storm
Koheo Wetlands not on map and on Seaside Pl. Kaunakakai
Watershed/ dryland enhancement to grow water and prevent erosion and create jobs
Use agricultural lands for bio‐fuels, food crops for human or animal feed
Hunt more game above Kawela and South Shore areas
Goat based pet food product and jobs!
Feral chickens ‐ another potential resource
Kamalo to Halawa and North Shore could be archaeology cultural landscape and preserve living ecosystems
and create jobs

Issues and Opportunities: Cultural and Historic Resources













Museum or cultural center for East End
Community building for East End
There is a need for more festivals, events, and classes to accentuate the cultural richness and diversity of
Moloka’i.
More cultural engagement activities given by Native Hawaiians
Our strength is in our diversity – live and let live
Cultural awareness of different ethnic extractions – respect of others
Support our community festivals and other scheduled events
Malama Park? All schools, grads have Hawaiian language class
Malama Park??? All other programs. Where are they now?
Monthly cultural activities at the library or Malama Park
Festivals – public events of Hawaiian Cultural and music – more events to make people appreciate the arts,
music, dance, theatre
Need to know where cultural and archeological sites are
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Definition of Terms
Vision Statement
A vision statement is a source of inspiration. A vision is a long term view, describing how the
community would like to be in the future – but it can also define the timeless and essential
qualities that make it a unique place. It provides clear decision‐making criteria by defining the
desired future state of the community in terms of its fundamental objectives and strategic
directions.

Values / Core Values
Values are beliefs that are shared among the members of a community. Values drive a
community’s priorities and provide a framework in which decisions are made. Core values are
those vital few values that all members of the community share and live by; they are the
essential and enduring tenets of a community, a small set of timeless guiding principles that
require no external justification.

Principle
A principle is an assumption, fundamental rule, or doctrine guiding plan policies, proposals,
standards, and implementation measures. Principles are based on community values, generally
accepted planning doctrine, current technology, and the general plan’s objectives. In practice,
principles underlie the process of developing the plan but seldom need to be explicitly stated in
the plan itself.
Examples of principles:
 Risks from natural hazards should be identified and avoided to the extent practicable.
 Parks provide recreational and aesthetic benefits.

Guiding Principles establish a broad philosophy that guide a community throughout its life
irrespective of changes in its goals, strategies, or who is in positions of leadership.

Issues
Issues can also be known as ‘problems’, ‘threats’, ‘weaknesses’, ‘challenges’ – in essence, an
issue is a matter that is a cause of community concern – something that needs to be addressed
in order to improve the livability, health, safety, vitality, or sustainability of the community.

Opportunities
Opportunities are also known as ‘strengths’, ‘assets’; they represent positive elements that the
community could make the most out of in order to improve the livability, health, safety, vitality
or sustainability of the community.
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Definition of Terms
Goal
A goal is a general direction‐setter: for community planning purposes, it is an ideal future end
result related to the general welfare of the community and the environment. A goal is a
general expression of community values and may be abstract in nature. Consequently, a goal is
generally not quantifiable or time‐dependent. Defining goals is often the initial step of a
comprehensive planning process, with more specific objectives defined later, while the terms
“goal” and “objective” are sometimes used interchangeably, many plans differentiate between
broad, unquantifiable goals and specific objectives.
Examples of goals:
 Quiet residential streets
 A diversified economic base for the island
Goals should be expressed as ends, not actions. For instance, the first example above expresses
an end, namely, “quiet residential streets.” It does not say, “Establish quiet residential streets”
or “To establish quiet residential streets.”

Strategies
A strategy is a coordinated approach ‐ a plan ‐ to solving a problem or dealing with an issue. It
may involve a number of ideas, tools, or policies.

Ideas
Ideas are individual actions that can be taken to deal with an issue or take advantage of an
opportunity.
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Appendix B
Community Engagement Event 1
Worksheet Tables

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

IN FRA ST R U C TU R E 1

challenges + opportunities

what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
The condition of Molokai’s infrastructure
limits economic and social development
opportunities
Water
Much of the water system is privately owned,
is old, in disrepair, and does not provide
adequate supplies, especially for farmers
Transportation
Transportation systems and facilities are
inadequate to meet future demands and to
suport a more diversified economy
Cost of transportation and shipping limits
economic opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Airport
Ferry
Barge
Roads
Bus

Power/electricity
Cost of energy is too high and energy
sources are not sustainable
Wastewater/Drainage
Systems are inadequate to meet current and
future demands

more details / information

how to deal with them?
goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

IN FRA ST R U C TU R E 2

challenges + opportunities

what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
Communications
More reliable internet services needed
Solid Waste
More options for garbage and recycling are
need to extend the life of the existing landfill
Parks + recreation
Many parks lack adequate facilities and need
improvement
Insuﬃcient number of Parks
More public access to waterfront / ocean
Education
The educational systems does not address
current or future needs -- providing the kinds
of knowledge and skills that are relevant for
Molokai
Social Services
Existing services for older residents are and
will continue to be inadequate to meet
current and future needs

more details / information

how to deal with them?
goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

land use & d e ve lo pmen t
what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
County Permitting Process
The County’s permitting process is lengthy
and cumbersome
Appropriate Rural Development
New development on Molokai should ﬁt in
with the rural character of the island
Kaunakakai
The district could be improved to address
parking issues and to ensure that it continues
to function as the island’s primary
commercial area
Smart Growth
New growth on Molokai should strive to be
sustainable (not stress the island’s resources)
Green Building
Development, design and building standards
and guidelines shoud encourage ‘green’
building technologies (like solar hot water,
photo-voltaics, alternative materials like
bamboo)

more details / information

challenges + opportunities
how to deal with them?
goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

ho u s i ng

Update 2012

challenges + opportunities

what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
Aﬀordable Housing
There is a lack of aﬀordable housing options
for local residents
More Diverse Housing Stock
There is a lack of diverse housing types for
residents’ needs
Lack of flexibility in zoning & building codes
to allow for a range of housing types and
more aﬀordable housing
Rural Housing / appropriate housing
New housing should be respectful of the
existing rural context of Molokai
Seniors Housing
More housing options for seniors are needed,
including assisted care housing

more details / information

how to deal with them?
goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

hi st o r i c & C u l t u r a l re s o u r c e s
what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
Conservation
Protection of historic and archaeological
resources
Need to know where cultural and
archeological sites are
Cultural Facilities
Improve cultural facilities: add facilities to
Malama Park to make a center for cultural
activities
Community building/cultural facility for the
East End
There is a need for more festivals, events,
and classes to accentuate the cultural
richness and diversity of Molokai
Cultural Diversity
Provide more support for cultural activities,
festivals for diverse populations

more details / information

challenges + opportunities
how to deal with them?

goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E nv i r o n m e n t a l r e s ou rce s
what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
Reefs – protection
Degradation of oﬀshore waters and reefs due
to run-oﬀ and sedimentation from upland
areas
Fisheries + Marine resources
These resources need to be protected and
managed
Water Quality Protection
Watershed and water quality need protection
and management
Erosion + Drainage
Large expanses of bare soil are susceptible to
wind erosion and run-oﬀ
Wetlands need protection
Feral animals
Feral goats cause a signification amount of
de-forestation and loss of vegetation: they
need to be managed
Invasive Species
Need to be managed
Reforestation
Re-plant forests with native species

more details / information

challenges + opportunities
how to deal with them?

goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Molokai Community Plan

Ec o nomic

Update 2012

challenges + opportunities

what are the challenges and opportunities?
challenge / opportunity
Jobs:
Economy relies on a very small number of
employers and employment sectors
Economy is not broad, diverse or robust
enough to support the island’s population :
limited job opportunities

Agriculture:
Water rates have a negative impact on agricultural diversiﬁcation
Molokai has potential to produce more food
products for itself and for oﬀ-island markets

Tourism:
No overall strategy for visitor facilities and
services on the island.
Existing level of visitor accomodations and
infrastructure is limited

more details / information

how to deal with them?
goals / future ideal conditions

strategies & ideas

Appendix C
Community Engagement Event 2
Handout Package

Moloka‘i Community Plan Update 2012
Workshop #2
Developing Strategies for the Future
October 16, 2010
Handout package
 Agenda
 Session 2 ‐ Instructions + sample table
 Session 2 ‐ Design Briefs
 Session 3 ‐ Instructions + sample table
 Summary Table of Workshop #1
 Molokai Fact sheet
 Update: Implementation of 2001 Community Plan

Resource Materials At Each Team Table
 Maps
 Tracing paper + pens
 2001 Moloka‘i Community Plan
 2010 Maui Countywide Policy Plan
 Summary of Workshop #1 – full
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Agenda
8:45 – 9:00

Please sign‐in and receive a name tag

9:10

Welcome

9:20 – 9:30

Outline of today’s workshop
Demonstration of how to use the tables
Participants will be divided into 4 groups, each group will focus on a different area of strategies
and actions.

Session 1
9:30 – 9:50

Review Workshop 1 Summary
20 min.
Review the issues, goals, and priorities identified for each category in the previous workshop
Use the summary tables for each of the 6 category areas.

Session 2
9:50 – 11:10

Developing Strategies
80 min.
A. Each group is given a specific, primary set of 5‐6 key ideas and/or strategies with a problem
statement (including issues, opportunities, critical factors, resources, etc.) for their category
areas. Group should have thematic maps and data sets/fact sheet at their disposal.
B. Group develops a coherent/coordinated set of strategies in order to address the issues and
opportunities. Group works to 1) develop preliminary policies and actions, 2) identify who
needs to be involved and 3) assess relative priorities. Strategies, policies, and actions should
also be described on maps and/or drawings where appropriate.

11:10 – 11:20

Break

Session 3
11:20 – 12:05

Identifying Conflicts, Trade‐offs + Synergies
45 min.
A. Discuss and identify conflicts, potential trade‐offs as well as potential synergies the
strategies developed for your group/category have with the other issue categories – (use
the summary of strategies for each category – derived from 2001 Plan, Open House,
Workshop 1)
Fill out matrix provided for each table (see example)

by John Summers, Long Range Planning Administrator

10 min

At the end of this session, each group should tape up their works on the walls (or upright tables)
Session 4
12:10 – 12:45

Groups Report Out
40 Min
Each group will briefly (in 8 min) present the work that they accomplished to the rest of the
workshop participants.

12:45

Formal End of Workshop – lunch available
Everyone can walk around and look at what the other groups have done.

Mahalo for coming!
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Session 2: Developing Strategies for the Future of Molokai
Time allotted for this task: 80 minutes / 1 hour 20 minutes
In this exercise each team will start by focusing on a different category of issues and
opportunities. The categories are:
 Economic Development
 Heritage Resources – Historic, Cultural and Natural Resources
 Land Use, Development and Housing
 Infrastructure and Public Services
The Mission today is to develop a strategic plan for your category that will provide a blueprint
for Molokai for the next 20 years. Your plan should identify both long term strategies as well as
actions that can be implemented immediately. This is an opportunity to think creatively about
the future, and to explore in more depth how not only Molokai’s problems can be resolved but
also how to make the most out of the opportunities that exist on the island. The problem
statement for each category draws from the issues and opportunities identified in Workshop 1
as well as from the 2001 Community Plan, and other community consultation.
Your task to today is provide more detail on the WHAT, the HOW, and, address the WHO,
WHERE, and WHEN. Think about all the various policies and actions that would need to be
implemented in order for this strategy to be effective. Identify who the various people and
groups are that would need to be consulted and involved in order for something to happen.
Develop a potential timeline for when this strategy, and the various actions, could happen. IF
you are able to work through all of the key strategies in your category, you may choose to work
through additional strategies in your category and/or move on to develop key strategies for
other categories. The problem statements and key strategies for each category are included in
your handout package – blank sheets are also available.
WORKSHOP TASKS:
Each of the listed strategies for each category will have its own large format table. Use the
table to record the team’s ideas on:
1. WHAT: Provide more detail on each of these key ideas in column 1 of the table
2. HOW: List out implementing actions and policies in column 2 of the table
3. WHO: List which public, private, non‐profit agencies, and groups need to be involved, as
well as who is already doing something, in column 3 of the table.
4. WHEN: Develop a rough timeline (years) and a basic prioritization as to when these
short term and longer term actions need to happen in column 4 of the table.
5. WHERE: use the maps to outline where these actions, policies, and projects could
happen (if appropriate).
Additional lists, drawings, diagrams and illustrations are encouraged. Be Creative!
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Session 2: Sample Strategy Development Table
Example – Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Issues/Opportunities

Goals

Ideas/Strategies

Lack of recycling facilities, esp.
for metal on island

Adequate recycling facilities for a
variety of materials

Have recycling bins
on west (with
weekly pick‐up)
and east end of
island as well as at
Landfill

STRATEGY: Recycling Facilities at West and East End of Island as well as at Landfill
Problem statement & Conditions

Implementing
Actions/ideas

Who needs to be
involved

Lack of current facilities

Create recycling
stations on east and
west end of island

County Dept. of
Environmental
Management

Inadequate pick up of recycling
facilities that do exist

Have weekly pick up of
recycling bins

Public Works ?

Not enough facilities for the full
array of recyclable materials:

Have full array of bins
for recyclable materials

Priority / Timeline

1

2012/2013

State regs?

Paper
Glass
Cans
Cardboard
Plastic
Newspaper
Metal
Appliances
Green waste (food compost and
garden waste)

Could some recycling
happen on island? Re‐
use glass for art?
Building materials?
Maybe plastic bags
should be banned?
Appliances would have
to be taken to landfill
or picked up
Green waste to be used
for compost – perhaps
a local producer of
compost?

Fed regs?
Maybe private
entrepreneurs could
get involved in
recycling green waste
or picking up
recycling ?
Are there any
businesses or
industries that could
be created to use
recyclable materials?
Car Manufacturers
should be
responsible for
recycling
automobiles

>>> Ideally there would also be some mapping done to show :
‐ where recycling depots could be located
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2

2014/2016

3

2014/17

4

2015‐2018

Session 2 ‐ Design Briefs
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Limited economic opportunity is the most significant problem facing Molokai: a small number
of employers means that the economy is not as diverse or as robust as it could be. There is a
limited availability of desirable jobs for local residents that provide sustainable employment and
reliable income. Opportunities exist, however, in the potential of diversified agriculture, ‘green
jobs’, and in developing a low‐impact tourism sector. However, there is concern that there is
not adequate training for the kind of skilled jobs that could exist in the future. Challenges to
economic development and diversification include the cost of electricity, limited transportation,
and the cost and availability of water.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been put forward:
A. Diversified and sustainable agriculture and value added products
B. Low‐impact tourism / eco tourism / cultural tourism / religious tourism
C. Green jobs: renewable energy systems, building technologies (ie. bamboo)
D. Encourage entrepreneurship: more small and medium businesses
E. Telecommuting: improve internet access to allow people to work at home

INFRASTRUCTURE & PUBLIC SERVICES ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Molokai’s infrastructure is in poor condition and limits economic development. Much of the
water system is privately owned, is old and in disrepair, and does not provide adequate supplies,
especially for farmers. The island’s drainage system also is inadequate and is a significant cause
of erosion and flooding. Transportation costs are high and can often be an obstacle to
developing new markets for goods produced on the island. The island’s park facilities could be
improved and expanded, with more recreational opportunities, especially for youth. The
education system is not providing Molokai’s students with the knowledge and skills that are
needed in the future.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been proposed:
F. Improve shipping and ferry services to Maui.
G. Integrate the island’s water network into one unified system.
H. Expand flights at the airport for transportation of freight as well as people.
I. Improve and expand park facilities.
J. Expand educational programs in the schools, especially for vocational education.
K. Initiate drainage improvements throughout the island.
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Session 2 ‐ Design Briefs
LAND USE AND HOUSING ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
The permitting process needs to be made more efficient, reliable and transparent: the current
system is confusing, cumbersome and adds to construction costs. Interim zoning and SMA
regulations are problematic. Zoning enforcement seems to be administered unfairly. There is a
desire to see new development fit into the rural character of the island. There is an insufficient
amount of commercial space out in rural areas because of the zoning and permitting
requirements.
The following ideas and strategies have been proposed:
L.
M.
N.
O.

Create a more transparent, timely, and efficient permitting process
Prioritize appropriate infill development and adaptive re‐use over new construction
New development to fit into the rural character of the island
Allow a larger diversity of housing types including housing for seniors, especially
assisted living
P. Revitalize Kaunakakai to be the “commercial center” with better parking and
appropriate ‘beautification’ for a country small town

HERITAGE RESOURCES ‐ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Lack of effective conservation, protection and management of heritage resources is a significant
problem facing Molokai. Flooding, erosion and siltation result in long term damage to coastal
resources and the fringing reef. Managing these resources is a challenge because of the
destruction of upland forests and unregulated grading and filling of wetlands, which affects
fresh water resources and sensitive coastal areas. Also, there is no comprehensive inventory of
cultural and historic resources along with difficult permitting processes, lack of enforcement,
and agency coordination. There is interest in (1) establishing ahupua‘a‐based management for
greater local control and (2) educational programs focused on resource management.
The following potential ideas and strategies have been proposed:
Q. Create a comprehensive cultural and historic resources inventory and database
R. Protect (and restore?) significant cultural and historic resources.
S. Develop and implement Wastewater and Drainage Plan for entire island
T. Expand locally and culturally based resource management (e.g. ‘Aha Moku/‘Aha
Ki‘ole)
U. Expand heritage resource management programs at MCC
V. Revive and expand Malama Cultural Park.
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Session 3 – Identifying Conflicts, Trade‐offs and Synergies
The intention of this session is to understand how the strategies and actions developed for your
category may conflict and/or work together well with strategies, plans and actions from other
categories and to consider what the trade‐offs might be in implementing these actions. In
other words, the team should spend some time reflecting on the possible consequences of the
actions, policies and strategies they have developed to other sectors, interests and plans. Try
to consider the implications of any possible plan or action from a variety of perspectives.
How do you know what may be strategies and actions for the other categories? The problem
statements as well as the key strategies for each category are in the handout package and
should provide some basic outline of what the other teams will be working on. Also in the
handout package is the list of issues and opportunities that was in the previous workshop’s
package – it details concerns and ideas that had been expressed through previous outreach and
planning efforts.
WORKSHOP TASKS:
Fill out table provided (see example)
1. List the top strategies and actions that your team has developed in column 1.
2. Examine possible conflicts with other plans, strategies and actions – describe
what that conflict would be in column 2.
3. Consider the trade‐offs – the pros and cons – of implementing the
action/strategy (listed in column 1) – write your ideas down in column 3.
4. Finally, explore the potential synergies that your action/strategy may have with
other actions/strategies. (A synergy is when two actions work together to
produce more than they could independently – i.e. when the whole is more than
the sum of the parts). Write this down in column 3.
Example CONFLICT / SYNERGY TABLE
(Example – Economic Development Strategy)
Potential action

Potential Conflicts with:

Trade‐Off

Synergy

More local ‘Eco‐
tourism’ small
businesses (i.e. nature
hikes, diving on north
shore, goat hunting,
help re‐build fish
ponds)

Natural Resources – preserve natural
resources through conservation districts

Could mean more people
in conservation areas :
Does tourism to visit
natural resources put a
strain on those resources,
how much is too much?

Could develop Ag‐Tourism along
with an increase in diversified
agriculture / permaculture
businesses
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Cultural Tourism: could work with
Fishpond restoration efforts,
support cultural and historic
restoration efforts i.e.
“voluntourism”
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Infrastructure ‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Water

No coordination between the
different operators of the different
water systems

All the water systems coordinate and
work together as it is one aquifer

Plan for integration of Molokai’s six
existing water systems

Coordinated and sustainable
management of water resources

County of Maui needs to get in step with
Molokai’s water plan

Water conservation

Capture and store water during heavy
rain (increase pumping during those
events)

Much of the water system is privately
owned, is old, in disrepair, and does
not provide an adequate supply

Transportation

Transportation systems and facilities
are inadequate to meet future
demands and to support a more
diversified economy

Barge service that meet the needs of
residents/businesses

Allow non‐potable or brackish water for
agriculture, lawn irrigation and
reforestation
Smaller boats/barges to Maui and Oahu
esp. to transport ag products
Alternative forms of shipping to/from
Molokai.

Cost of transportation and shipping
limits economic opportunities

Recognize the need to connect Molokai
with “highways” (no superferry or ocean
cable)

Limited flights

Sharing barge/ferry/harbor costs
statewide
Gov’t subsidies for air/barge

Power

Grid limitations limits ability to
buy/sell energy to the grid

Alternative energy for Molokai

Regulate Kalaupapa’s exorbitant air
rates
Increase reliance on alternative energy
systems

More stable power grid capable of
accepting renewable energies
Wastewater
Communications

Bad or lack of drainage management
leads to poor coral reef health
Unreliable internet service
Limited cell phone cabability

21st century communications system,
island wide
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Implement a wastewater, storm‐water
drainage master plan
More cell towers

Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Solid Waste

Limited options for garbage and
recycling

landfill system for appliances, cars,
metals, plastics and green waste

Recycling receptacles all over the island,
for all sorts of materials, regularly
collected

Landfill limitations
Lack of park facilities and
maintenance

Venues for cultural performances

Improve / maintain Malama park

Parks

Canoe hale
Not enough recreational
opportunities for kids

Education

Limited campgrounds
The educational systems do not
address current or future needs.

University of Hawaii campus/satellite

Insufficient education in mechanical
arts and agriculture

Working agriculture program on island :
revive the dairy
Strengthen and expand the education
system on Molokai.
Reinstitute the vocational education
programs at Molokai High School.
Develop a youth center

Social services

Not enough long term care

Senior housing

Use schools at night for vocational and
post‐high school education
Expand opportunities for a community
commercial kitchen
Keep seniors in their homes
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Economic Development ‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Jobs

Economy is not broad, diverse, or robust
enough to support the island’s
population

Need better mentoring and tutoring for
local residents so they can be trained for
higher skill jobs

Cost of electricity is a factor that
challenges economic development

Allow for more home based businesses

Strategies & Ideas

Mentor small businesses
County zoning is a restriction to home
based businesses

Encourage home businesses

Lack of skilled labor

Agriculture

High shipping costs for ag. products

More value‐added products

High water rates

Diversified agricultural economy

Focus on producing exports that are not
perishable or time‐sensitive (such as
bamboo or metal roofing)
Develop finance opportunity to assist new
businesses “start‐ups”
Study to determine niche market

Local market small forcing farmers to
export to remain economically viable.

High School level agricultural training
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Tourism

No overall strategy for visitor facilities
and services on the island.

Small‐scale tourism that creates local jobs
and local businesses

Vocal minority against B & Bs

Niche Tourism

Limited visitor accommodations

Properly regulated B&B industry

Revive Kaluakoi as eco‐resort / retreat
Small scale tourism that is based on local
businesses – not big resorts ‐‐ would
provide a more authentic Molokai
experience
Synergy between tourism and agriculture

Transient Vacation Rentals and Bed and
Breakfast have too many restrictions

Expand opportunities for residents to
benefit economically from large sporting
events that are held on Molokai.
Emphasize/ follow established zoning
plans for Kaluakoi to be a resort area
Revive west end hotels and golf courses

Environmental Resources ‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Shoreline, Reefs, Fisheries

Degradation of offshore waters and reefs due
to run‐off and sedimentation from upland areas

Coordinated environmental
management between agencies

More education on how to protect reef
health, environmental management

Wetlands need protection

Clean and healthy reef

Create off‐limits areas for fishing:
Marine Conservation areas or districts

Reef is a major subsistence and economic
resource

Water Quality

Invasive seaweeds
Watershed and water quality need protection
and management

Erosion

Kawela stream is a problematic area
Large expanses of bare soil are susceptible to
wind erosion and run‐off

Protect sensitive shoreline areas.

Drainage master plan

Management plan for bare fields

Improve circulation in wetlands
Capture surface runoff water for
agriculture and reforestation
Replant niu (coconut) at Kawela
Re‐plant forests with native species
Eradicate feral goats

Feral goats cause a signification amount of de‐
forestation and loss of vegetation

Divert Kawela and Kamalo streams into
retention basins for rice fields; restore
auwae to puu‘one
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Historic and Cultural Resources‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Conservation

No master list of cultural and archeological
sites

Protection of historic and
archaeological resources

Event coordinator – Molokai Visitors
Bureau + more publicity

Active burial council

Extend reach of Molokai’s ability to have
control over resources
Coordinate with DLNR to ensure
protection of sites

Coordination of agencies that deal
with cultural and historic resources

Facilities

Need more festivals, events, and classes to
accentuate the cultural richness and diversity
of Molokai

Diversity

Access to Kalaupapa is limited

Inventory Resources
Bring Malama Park back to life – back to
the original vision for the park

Education that focuses on historic
and cultural resources

Kalaupapa as an important cultural and
economic resource

Canoe hale
Have a once a year Multi‐cultural festival
Homesteads at Kalaupapa
Promote religious tourism (Maui visitor’s
bureau/Molokai Visitors Assoc.)
Improve and promote access to
Kalaupapa (cable car)
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Land Use and Development ‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Permitting process is lengthy and
cumbersome and creates high costs

Eliminate interim zoning

Time limit on permitting turn‐around

More efficient, reliable, and
transparent planning and permit
processes

On‐line permit applications

Plan checking and permitting has to be done
on Maui
Lack of enforcement on illegal construction
Permitting Process

Interim zoning into categories.
More administrative decisions (less
planning commission involvement)

SMA is unfair
Homeowners don’t understand permitting
process
Lack of County agency coordination
Interim Zoning is problematic

Appropriate Rural
Development

New development on Molokai should fit in
with the rural character of the island
Certain types of large buildings appropriate in
certain areas (West End)
Limited commercial space because of
permitting challenges

Prioritize infill development
Keep Molokai as rural as possible
Incorporate ocean setbacks in
planning

The district could be improved to address
parking issues and to ensure that it continues
to function as the island’s primary
commercial area

Kaunakakai is the commercial center
for the island.

Clean up power plant area
Malama Park can link the town and
the waterfront.
Revisit the parking requirements for
in Kaunakakai as it may be an
obstacle for business owners who
wish to make improvements.

Kaunakakai

Develop Kaunakakai as a country
town and maintain its low‐rise, low
impact, and rural character.
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Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

New growth on Molokai should strive to be
sustainable (not stress the island’s resources)

No development on the North Shore

Keep sea level rise in mind as
planning moves forward
Incentivize green building
technologies – give green building
some priority in permit process

Smart Growth & Green
Building

Development, design and building
standards and guidelines should
encourage ‘green’ building
technologies (like solar hot water,
photo‐voltaics, alternative materials
like bamboo)
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Housing ‐ SUMMARY
Feature

Challenges & Opportunities

Goals

Strategies & Ideas

Affordable Housing

A lack of affordable housing options
for local residents

Cheaper/ affordable housing and
utilities

Many vacancies – take advantage of
vacant housing to address need for
affordable housing – match up vacant
units to people’s needs

Cost of permitting process adds to
cost of housing

More awareness and help for Habitat
for Humanity
More reasonably priced land

Diverse Housing Options

Lack of flexibility in zoning & building
codes to allow for a range of housing
types and more affordable housing

More efficient permitting process
Developer incentives

Lack short term housing (1 month – 6
month residency) for workers

Develop the Hawaiian Homelands
HUD or other government assistance
for first time home buyers

Lack of infrastructure to allow for
development

Appropriate Housing
Seniors Housing

Program for short term worker
housing
There are already enough existing
areas with infrastructure and proper
zoning

Not enough property for Multi‐family
New housing should be respectful of
the existing rural context of Molokai
Not enough housing or assisted care
options for seniors

Will need more housing in the
coming years as the older population
increases
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Issues and Opportunities: Infrastructure
Transportation:
 Airport: upgrading the airport needs improvement. Bigger runway and slightly larger terminal. We need to
accommodate small jet service
 Transportation between Molokai and other islands is limited
 Develop transport linkage between Maui and Molokai
 Bus system ‐‐ need more public transit
 Kaluakoi road is a liability – it is very dangerous in its deteriorated state
 No multi‐lane roads (just keep the pavement safe)
 Keep Moloka‘i ‐ Moloka‘i – No traffic lights, no multilanes
 Road is undermined by the ocean at the 20 mile marker
Waste / Recycling system:
 Landfill‐ need more recycling options
 More recycling ‐ especially auto
 Educate and facilitate for recycling and reduction of waste
 Composting at landfill
 Recycle containers and give incentives to families for recycling cardboard, plastic and glass
 No corporate waste recycling
Water:
 Consolidate the water system
 Water for farms
 Coordinate all water into one system.
 We need island‐wide control by the county of our water systems: No special interests
 Desalinization
Communications:
 High speed internet for everyone – makes it possible to work from home
Power/electricity:
 Promote and facilitate more solar and wind power for individual homes on a small scale
 Renewable energy
 Energy – should have more solar ‐‐ to save $
Parks and Recreation
 Need more boat ramps and beach areas with facilities
 Community center building for East End
 Working toilet at Puko‘o (Manae) canoe club area
 Parks are in poor shape
 No place to do luaus on island (One Ali‘i Park??)
 More public restrooms at beaches
 No parks from Puko‘o to Halawa
 Open another nine‐hole golf course
 Need Filipino Community Center
Fire & Police Services
 No fire hydrants past certain points on the east end
 New fire station on east end
 Need health clinic on east end
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Issues and Opportunities: Infrastructure (continued)
Health Services
 Hard to get new doctors to move to Molokai because of the cost of living.
 No long term care facility on island
Education
The education system needs to support potential industries on Moloka’i such as agriculture, technology, and the
green economy.
 Teach green economy skills
 Go back to agriculturally based curriculum
 Increase vocational training facilities i.e. agriculture, computer, light industries
 New global economy – need true year round school. Not 180 days but at lease 300 days. Mandatory foreign
language requirement
 Public library expansion (library built in 1937) too small for growing population
 Educational levels are low – people don’t know how to start businesses
 Educational funding (Molokai HS does not have same resources as Maui schools)
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Issues and Opportunities: Economy
Diversify the economy with development of jobs that actually work for the people of Moloka’i such as agricultural
and green jobs. Recharge the economy with cheaper agricultural water rates and more inter‐island travel options.









•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create jobs that will work for the community
Green economy and jobs
Agriculture need to be more developed for personal farming
Support farming programs in schools and community based programs
Cheaper agricultural water rates
Molokai’s ability to provide wind power is enormous. The enormous earning must come to the island’s
residents also.
Government assistance – people should put in amount of house to work to get assistance
Diverse economy that is not reliant on Federal/ State/ County and is open to Local/ State/ National companies.
Agricultural production? Tourism? Hotels? Cultural and religious tourism? All are welcome.
Need more air (flying) options for local and inter‐island travel
Diversified agriculture needs to be part of the island’s economic development.
The distribution of water is key to the island’s economy.
Improving educational levels and the educational system are key to strengthening the island’s economy.
Maui Community College could have a greater presence.
High cost of transporting goods, especially for farmers
No direct barge between Maui and Molokai
Shipping costs very high for anything bulky
Overseas ownership of Molokai Ranch is a problem
Structural bamboo as a new ag crop
Need better access to markets, which is a key
Develop a farm school at Pu’u o Hoku Ranch around permaculture concepts
Encourage small‐scale farming, not industrialized agriculture
Diversified agriculture on a small‐scale
Taro production in north shore valleys
Promote Hawaiian diet (Shintani)
Molokai could supply 60‐70% of food consumed in Hawaii with technical support and infrastructure
Use fishponds, not fish farms
Education of young people is critical if agriculture is to succeed and grow

Issues and Opportunities: Tourism












Support eco, agro, and cultural tourism.
Controlled‐ only what the people that live on that area want
Low impact ‐ Eco tourism
Agritourism = Agriculture + Tourism. Help farmers to be official Agritourism. culture based Tourism
Make it easier to establish bed and breakfast
Retreat center for yoga, cultural event, food event, music
No TVR’s in rural and ag areas. Bed and Breakfast’s Ok
Deteriorating Kaluakoi Hotel
Tourism should be culturally‐based and low impact, not industrialized tourism
Existing tour of island does not spend much time in Kaunakakai
No restaurant in Maunaloa
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Issues and Opportunities: Land Use + Development















No new development /building – adapt and reuse ‐‐Use abandoned buildings
Speed up permit process. Simplify and speed up permit process. Have fair, common sense rules, process
permits promptly, enforce rules
 Zoning rules and laws not being followed – need stronger enforcement structure or approach
 Zoning laws are not being enforced consistently or equitably
 Permit process for fishpond restoration is difficult and cumbersome
 County permitting takes too long and costs too much – also not applicable to Molokai
 Have to wait long time between inspections – being treated as second‐class citizens :
 The process is too long and cumbersome
No accurate SMA/TMK ‐ need resurveying
Need fully resurveyed/GIS map TMK and SMA boundaries for planning/ public use
Most of island has interim zoning
No areas zoned for home business uses
The county’s permit process is a constant source of frustration among residents and business owners.
Diversified agriculture needs to be part of the island’s economic development.
Change code to allow B and Bs
Maintain the beauty of Moloka’i with smart growth and respect for the natural resources.
Smart growth and development that makes responsible use of our natural resources and available
technologies.
Keep rural rural
Diverse agriculture that includes conventional, GMO, subsistence, private small and large scale

Kaunakakai
 Keep Moloka’i Moloka’i – but restructure old buildings, beautify, create pedestrian areas downtown (garden,
fountains) to revive and make people enjoy
 Forget street lights – the moon and stars are enough
 Beautify main street
 Plant trees along main street in Kaunakakai ( to make it cool!)
 Public Parking lot in Kaunakakai for M.P.C. and Kaunaka’i School
 Parking in Kaunakakai is problem during big events

Issues and Opportunities: Housing












Affordable and diverse housing for locals.
Need affordable land; low rate loans for locals.
Building permits take too long
No high rises and no massive mansions.
Families need to subdivide for children to afford homes.
Make new housing Green: solar hot water, small wind, PV, etc
Too many regulations to build a house. Change regulations to allow for traditional Hawaiian hale and
alternative materials like bamboo
Limit the size of new housing to fit in with local rural style
Assisted care housing for seniors
Lots of senior citizens on island
Help people get off the grid with renewable energy for individual homes
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Issues and Opportunities: Environmental Resources































Protect watersheds, fishponds, and reefs.
Watershed/ water supply protection
Goat eradication, control of game that is detrimental
Reforestation
Stop erosion and run‐off to reef
Reef protection
Protect wetlands so near shore areas are kept clean
Sustainable fishing
Protect our fishponds – stop building in the fish pond
No GMO – Monsanto dust blowing
New law? – Remove all junk cars ‐ Eye sore
Protecting slopes from erosion is a critical issue
Herbicides and pesticides are buried from the pineapple operations
Establish zones and seasons for fishing to manage fisheries
Subsistence districts for certain food sources – example: Kamakou one area for subsistence hunters. Family
doesn’t have too much or food go to that area and hunt in a fenced area specific for that purpose. Also
Fishing.
Major problems on Moloka’i are related to environmental degradation with erosion and flooding.
South shore erosion
Reef damage
Loss of shoreline during floods (Kamiloloa through Kawela)
People are destroying our wetlands, reefs, and fishing grounds
Major dust storm from deforestation by Monsanto to plant corn not edible by humans
Severe flooding in downtown Kaunakakai in every winter storm
Koheo Wetlands not on map and on Seaside Pl. Kaunakakai
Watershed/ dryland enhancement to grow water and prevent erosion and create jobs
Use agricultural lands for bio‐fuels, food crops for human or animal feed
Hunt more game above Kawela and South Shore areas
Goat based pet food product and jobs!
Feral chickens ‐ another potential resource
Kamalo to Halawa and North Shore could be archaeology cultural landscape and preserve living ecosystems
and create jobs

Issues and Opportunities: Cultural and Historic Resources













Museum or cultural center for East End
Community building for East End
There is a need for more festivals, events, and classes to accentuate the cultural richness and diversity of
Moloka’i.
More cultural engagement activities given by Native Hawaiians
Our strength is in our diversity – live and let live
Cultural awareness of different ethnic extractions – respect of others
Support our community festivals and other scheduled events
Malama Park? All schools, grads have Hawaiian language class
Malama Park??? All other programs. Where are they now?
Monthly cultural activities at the library or Malama Park
Festivals – public events of Hawaiian Cultural and music – more events to make people appreciate the arts,
music, dance, theatre
Need to know where cultural and archeological sites are
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MOLOKAI COMUITY PLAN UPDATE 2030

MOLOKAI QUICK FACTS

POPULATION
•
•

Molokai’s 2000 population was 7,404.
The island’s population is projected to grow by approximately 13% to 8,395 in 2030.
Table 1: Molokai Resident Population
Forecast Variables
Population

Historical →

Projected →

1990

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

6,717

7,404

7,127

7,276

7,542

7,772

8,068

8,395

‐277

‐128

138

368

664

991

‐0.8%

0.4%

0.7%

0.6%

0.8%

0.8%

Cumulative Pop. Growth
Ann. Ave. Rate of Growth

1.0%

DEMOGRAPHICS
•
•
•
•

The island’s demographic composition has changed in response to its economic history.
The island’s Filipino population declined sharply after the plantation closures.
The Native Hawaiian population has been steadily expanding, particularly in the 1990’s.
By 2000 Molokai was the only island with a majority Native Hawaiian population.
Table 2: Molokai Ethnic Composition, 1970 ‐ 2000

Note: Census ethnic/racial categories and reporting procedures have changed over the years and are not always truly comparable
from one period to the next, and so the apparent shifts in this chart must be understood as indications rather than perfect true
measurements of change.
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MOLOKAI COMUITY PLAN UPDATE 2030

MOLOKAI QUICK FACTS

ECONOMY
•

Molokai’s adjusted median household income for 2005 was $32,745.

HOUSING
•

Molokai’s current year to date (January 1, 2010 ‐ September 30, 2010) median sales price for a
single‐family home is $450,000.

LAND USE
•
•

Molokai has a total land area of approximately 165,800 acres (264 square mile / 683 square
kilometers).
The majority of the island’s lands are within the State Agricultural District.
Figure 2: Land Area by State Land Use Districts, 1970 ‐ 2000

49,768

111,627

30%

67%

2,539
2%

1,866
1%
Urban

Conservation

Agric ultural

Rural

Figure 3: Land Ownership

Source: Maui County Data Book 2009. March 2010. County of Maui, Office of Economic Development.
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2001 Molokai Community Plan Implementation Progress Report
In September 2010, the Planning Department conducted an agency review of the Molokai
2001 Community Plan implementation actions. For each of the 63 actions, there were three
categories: (1) implemented, (2) in progress, and (3) not implemented. A majority of the
agencies responded to the inquiry. The results are below. A more detailed matrix of the
actions and their status will be available from the Planning Department.

IMPLEMENTED
16%

N/A
5%
NOT
IMPLEMENTED
40%

IN PROGRESS
39%

Some programs and actions that have been implemented (16%):
 When items before the MCCRC pertain to Molokai, the meetings may be held on Molokai.
 Adopt an updated building code requiring increased energy and water conservation.
A few programs and actions that are in progress (39%):
 Review and revise the SMA boundary to include the entire island of Molokai except
Department of Hawaiian Homes lands and Kalawao County.
 Amend the building and environmental codes to establish better controls over grubbing
and grading and to discourage building on slopes in excess of 20%.
Examples of programs and actions that have not been implemented (40%):
 Establish a recreational advisory committee, possibly as a subcommittee to the Molokai
Task Force to assist the Department of Parks and Recreation in prioritizing projects for the
island.
 Provide solid waste transfer stations at both the East and West End.
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Appendix D
Community Engagement Event 2
Worksheet Tables

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E con o m i c dev elopment
STRATEGY: GREEN ECONOMY - RENEWABLE ENERGY, GREEN TECHNOLOGY
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E con o m i c dev elopment
STRATEGY: DIVERSIFIED AGRICULTURE + VALUE ADDED PRODUCTS
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E con o m i c dev elopment
STRATEGY: ENTREPRENEURSHIP -SMALL/MEDIUM BUSINESSES
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E co n o m ic dev elopment
STRATEGY: TELECOMMUTING VIA INTERNET + HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

E con o m i c dev elopment
STRATEGY: DEVELOP LOW-IMPACT TOURISM MARKET
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

her ita g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ica l, c u ltu ral , environmental
STRATEGY: EXPAND CULTURALLY BASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

her ita g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ica l, c u ltu ral , environmental
STRATEGY: DEVELOP WASTEWATER AND DRAINAGE PLAN
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

heri t a g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ical, c u ltu r al , environmental
STRATEGY: EXPAND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

her ita g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ica l, c u ltu ral , environmental
STRATEGY: CREATE A CULTURAL + HISTORIC RESOURCES INVENTORY
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

heri t a g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ical, c u ltu r al , environmental
STRATEGY: REVIVE / EXPAND MALAMA CULTURAL PARK
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

her ita g e resou rc es :
hi s t or ica l, c u ltu ral , environmental
STRATEGY: PROTECT AND RESTORE(?) SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL RESOURCES
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

in f r a st ru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: EXPAND AIRPORT / FLIGHTS FOR FREIGHT AND PEOPLE
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

in f r a st ru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: INITIATE DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ISLAND
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

in f r a st ru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: EXPAND VOCATIONAL + AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

i nf r a stru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: IMPROVE AND EXPAND PARK FACILITIES
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

in f r a st ru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: IMPROVE SHIPPING AND FERRY SERVICES
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

where: use maps + trace to locate

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

i nf r a stru c tu re & publ ic s ervices
STRATEGY: INTEGRATE WATER UTILITY INTO ONE UNIFIED SYSTEM
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

L a nd U se , Dev elop ment & hous ing
STRATEGY: DIVERSE HOUSING TYPES + SENIORS ASSISTED LIVING
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

La nd U se , D ev elop ment & h ous ing
STRATEGY: FOCUS ON INFILL DEVELOPMENT AND ADAPTIVE RE-USE
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

where: use maps + trace to locate

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

L a n d U se , D ev elop ment & h ous ing
STRATEGY: REVITALIZE KAUNAKAKAI
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

L a n d U se , D ev elop ment & h ous ing
STRATEGY: TRANSPARENT, EFFICIENT + CLEAR PERMITTING PROCESS
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

where: use maps + trace to locate

who: needs to be involved

when: timeline + priority

Molokai Community Plan

Update 2012

L a n d U se , D ev elop ment & h ous ing
STRATEGY: NEW DEVELOPMENT TO FIT IN WITH RURAL CHARACTER
what: details on strategy

how: implementing actions + policies

who: needs to be involved

where: use maps + trace to locate

when: timeline + priority

